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Executive summary
Farming faces a major challenge to harmonise its activities with natural processes to avoid negatively
impacting ecosystems and the ecosystem services that underlie the land’s capacity to produce food.
Awareness has grown over the past decades of how a strong emphasis on agricultural production has
had serious consequences for ecosystems and for the ongoing viability of agriculture. This raises
doubts about the appropriateness of top-down, mono-directional visions of progress, which have
guided agriculture toward simpler, more specialised systems. The resilience of such systems in an
increasingly unstable and unpredictable world is questionable. In contrast with this vision, developing
robust, sustainable farming systems is not just a technical task. Farming is also a cultural activity
whereby people’s ideas about farming and understanding of its objectives are shaped by their wider
perspectives on the world. Farmers’ own ideas about farming, and ways of going about it, are
heterogeneous. This heterogeneity is important to farming development and research, since farmers’
individual interpretations of the world and ways of configuring their activities generate a range of
potential development pathways. In this context, it is useful to focus attention on how farmers
themselves understand their farming, which broader ideas about the world structure this
understanding, and how they actually run their farms.
To explore these questions, semi-structured interviews were carried out with twenty family farmers
in and around Gloucestershire, England. Through the rich and varied accounts, five distinct approaches
to farming were distinguished and characterised as ‘industrial’, ‘gently adaptive’, ‘custodial balanced’,
‘proactive entrepreneurial’ and ‘regenerative’. Each of these displays a practical orientation or
trajectory supported by a particular set of perspectives which define and rationalise priorities. This
finding has practical and theoretical implications.
Practically, the five approaches represent different ways that farmers configured their priorities and
interactions with the world. The approaches exhibit different levels of ambition and capacity to
balance business and production with ecological stewardship. Underlying these differences are two
key factors: firstly and fundamentally, the different normative and narrative frameworks that help
farmers make sense of their farming and how it fits into the world; secondly, farmers’ embedding in
local community. The former helps define the scope of the farmer’s role, including how creative this
should be, and therefore widens or narrows the farmer’s sense of appropriate ways forward.
Meanwhile, the latter is integral to shaping the practical opportunities available to farmers to balance
their operations. A high level of community embedding, especially through direct marketing, was
shown to afford farmers opportunities to synergise different aspects of their operations. This helps
them to align productive activities with stewardship activities, and therefore to integrate ecological
objectives more thoroughly into their businesses. This finding challenges the notion of an inherent
trade-off between these activities, suggesting instead that the relation between them depends on the
farmer’s approach and creativity. Three of the farming approaches identified showed balance
between these activities. All farmers exhibiting these approaches relied practically on farm-level
interactions between livestock, plants and soils. This indicates an important role for livestock in
balanced farming systems with minimal trade-offs between productive and ecological objectives.
Together, these findings suggest a theoretical perspective on farming as a process involving both
narrative and practice, whereby farmers actively make sense and meaning of their work by
maintaining coherence between their stories and practices in relation to an evolving context. From
this perspective, the five approaches can be seen as distinct cultural ‘grooves’ that embody both
practice and meaning. In sum, this thesis describes and evaluates some current trends in how farming
is unfolding in and around Gloucestershire, and also lends support to a perspective on farming as a
cultural activity infused with meaning.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Farming constitutes an important interface between human-organised society and nature through its
direct interaction with land and soils. Over the past decades, increasing evidence has emerged of
negative ecological impacts as an unintended consequence of strongly production-oriented
agriculture (e.g. Stoate et al. 2001, Campbell et al. 2017). This evidence of farming’s role in eroding
ecosystem services has called into question the sustainability of single-minded productionism as a way
of approaching farming.
How people think about farming and its objectives is shaped by cultural, economic, political and moral
influences (among others): that is, how we envision it relates to broader ideas and narratives about
the world. Perspectives on farming therefore often contrast, compete and evolve. Indeed, recent
public discourse about the role of farming has reflected some radically different ideas about how
farming should function in relation to society, economy, landscape, animals and ecosystems.
Meanwhile, shifts in agricultural policy and funding also reflect a process of redefining the objectives
of farming. In the UK this has been evident most recently in the Natural Capital and Public Goods policy
frameworks, which reorient farming to better account for its outcomes beyond food, fibre and fuel
production (Agriculture Bill 2018, DEFRA 2018). Farmers are thus now pushed to adapt to demands
that differ from previous decades, in particular in relation to natural ecosystems, but have faced
criticism for discrepancies between their practices and shifting societal expectations, e.g. for adapting
too slowly to demands to reduce ecological impact.
Farmers themselves interpret their profession in different ways and relate it to a range of broader
narratives about the world; these interpretations then determine their motivations and frame their
priorities. There has only been limited academic research into this, yet understanding farmer
perspectives is important in two key ways when considering the adaptation and evolution of
agriculture. Firstly, this can help explain these discrepancies or tensions between societal and farmer
priorities. Secondly, this can directly help to nuance academic and policy debates on agricultural
objectives and trajectories by grounding these discussions on farmers’ own ideas and motivations. A
good understanding of diverse farmer perspectives may also help to highlight points of agreement or
tension with broader societal objectives and identify cultural resources that would support viable,
nature-harmonised farming. Additionally, exploring farmer narratives in relation to societal objectives
could yield theoretical insight into farming development as an on-going process of negotiation
between farmers and their societal context.
My aim with this thesis is therefore to generate insights into farmers’ perspectives by exploring how
West of England farmers understand and approach farming, and in particular how this relates to the
challenge to find ecologically harmonious ways to farm. Some important considerations and
constraints help define a reasonable scope when pursuing this aim.
Firstly, since farmer cultural ideas are likely to be rooted in particular places, regionally grounded
studies are useful for a finer grain of empirical data. I therefore take a regional focus within a
manageable area, restricting the scope to family farming in its various manifestations in the English
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county of Gloucestershire and its immediate borders. In line with this, I opt for qualitative enquiry
among a sample of twenty farmers to explore their perspectives in depth, as well as their practical
trajectories. As such, I do not aim to describe general trends for a national population but to explore
the role of the internal symbolic and narrative world of farmers in relation to the current challenges
of farming. While this may limit the applicability of the empirical findings for directly informing policy
beyond the study area, it does not restrict the theoretical interpretations of the data gathered.
Secondly, the balance of farming’s productive and ecological outcomes can be understood at a range
of levels, from the individual farm to regional, national and global levels. As a national or global
phenomenon, farming as an ‘industry’ may involve major differences in the contributions of different
farms and regions to, for example, the overall balance of habitat provision and production. An
example would be the general contrast between focussed food production in the East of England, with
its highly productive soils, and the more important habitat functions of more marginal land in other
areas. While this represents a valid focal level in terms of larger-scale balancing of priorities and
impacts, this thesis takes an interest in the balance of functions at farm level only. This has been largely
determined by my interest in a narrative perspective that emphasises the construction of ideas about
farming inside of broader sense- and meaning-making frameworks. Closely linked to this, I have also
been guided in my focal level by an interest in farmers’ ideas as they relate to different ways of
farming. The notion that our images of the world - and our stories about it - relate to how we act and
make decisions applies most readily to individual farms as they forge their paths. At this level, farming
evolution is seen as a cultural phenomenon and not merely a strategic, national issue.
Thirdly, this is a static enquiry based on a single phase of field research; wherever possible it accounts
for evolutionary processes, but it cannot empirically trace these.
Finally, the emphasis is on farming as it relates to ecosystems, but this must be understood in relation
to other important interactions and outcomes of farms such as public relations and marketing;
therefore, inevitably, broader aspects of how farmers construct their profession are discussed.
My research aim breaks down into the following discrete research questions:
1. Are there different worldviews and normative perspectives?
2. Can different practical approaches to farming be discerned, and how do these link to different
worldviews and norms?
3. How does all this relate to the challenge of farming to account for its multiple functions
beyond production, especially vis-à-vis ecosystems?
The study provides in-depth regional insight into farmer perception and roles, including identification
of promising endogenous development (alongside complementary insights into cultural constraints or
barriers). Both are relevant to informing policy, especially such that existing endogenous potentials
are encouraged and not stifled. It is therefore a picture of farming relevant to policy makers or
researchers, since better understanding farmer worldviews helps clarify the role of ideas and culture
in transitions toward more harmonious farming and may inform the unfolding of these developments.
Furthermore, it offers theoretical insights that help to think about the farming process and farming
development as they connect to an evolving context and shifting expectations.
7

Thesis overview
Chapter 2 builds on the present chapter, presenting relevant literature and theory to help describe
the concepts that contextualise the study theoretically. These inform my analytical framework, so I
conclude the chapter by laying out the tools I use to approach the research aim. This should help to
contextualise the methodology by which I pursued my aim, which I describe in Chapter 3. The
following two chapters explore the findings of the study. Chapter 4 stays fairly close to the data by
filtering and presenting the data most relevant to answering the research questions. This will
introduce readers to the farmer accounts by theme and represents an exploration of the diverse ways
that farmers defined their roles in society and nature; it thus responds directly to Research Question
1. Chapter 5 builds on this to present a more abstract interpretation that explores the patterns in the
data. The analysis suggests a few distinct approaches to farming. I describe and compare these
(Research Question 2). This systematic comparison allows for an understanding of each approach in
contrast to the others; the comparison then goes further and tackles Research Question 3, discussing
the different approaches in terms of the goal of harmonising farm practice with natural ecosystems.
Chapter 6 is my discussion chapter and ties together the findings in terms of the aims of the study,
described above. More generally, it explores the broader meaning of the study in practical and
theoretical terms, as well as critically discussing the findings and reflecting on the study. I finalise this
chapter by stating my overall conclusions.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical framework
In this chapter I build on the context introduced in Chapter 1 and enhance it with concepts that further
clarify and justify my research perspective and motivations. In particular, I argue for a non-linear
concept of evolution in contrast with the notion of linear progress. I question the viability of
conventional, linear approaches to farming development with reference to farm and food-system
resilience and also with reference to farming’s relations to natural resources and ecosystem services.
In response, I argue for a research perspective that takes an interest in the ways farmers mentally
construct farming, in the differences between these mental constructions, and in how these link to
practical manifestations. In order to link these somewhat academic questions with more practical
developmental ones, I develop a framework to assess whether these perspectives and practical
orientations show potential in helping to harmonise farming with natural systems. These concepts are
operationalised in my analytical framework, which concludes the chapter and lays out the analytical
tools I use to achieve my research aim. This chapter therefore provides the conceptual material that
guides the thesis, before I present my account of how I practically applied this to my field
investigations and analysis, in Chapter 3.

Importance of heterogeneity and culture
Some scholars have highlighted the heterogeneity of ways of farming and have given this particular
importance when considering the evolution and future of farming. This heterogeneity is considered
practically and theoretically important since much prominent discourse on farming futures assumes
and promotes singular visions of farming progress that take no account of the diversity of ways to
farm, nor how different ways of farming have meaning for farmers (Van der Ploeg 2012). One
prominent vision, for example, reduces the rationale for farming to cost efficient production and
strongly promotes adoption of farm technologies that facilitate a linear movement toward
robotisation of labour or establishment of megafarms; such discourses do not consider diversity in
itself to be an asset (Van der Ploeg 2012). However, growing global instability and unpredictable
change in natural and human systems cast doubt on assumptions of stability as the platform for linear,
top-down progress (Darnhofer et al. 2016). This suggests that diverse, emergent development
patterns based on farmer foresight and social learning are important for the resilience of farming
systems. Van der Ploeg et al. (2009) therefore argue for recognising diversity in styles of farming as a
particular asset since it leads to a range of possible solutions and ways of dealing with shifting natural,
social and economic contexts that make the future of farming uncertain. The huge diversity of
expressions of agriculture can be investigated starting from the observation that different farmers
‘define and operationalize their objectives and farm management practices on the basis of different
criteria, interests, experiences and perspectives’ (Long and Van der Ploeg 1994). This thesis pays
particular attention to these definitions, using farmer perspective as a window into contemporary
farming evolution.
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The farming styles tradition of farm development research encapsulates this perspective: it takes a
particular interest in the different manifestations of farming inside of a relatively homogeneous
context, and considers a style of farming to be an expression of both normative and material
dimensions, with material differences explained to some extent by these normative differences (Van
der Ploeg 2012). It explores these as a way to understand, for example, the considerable diversity
evident among Frisian dairy farmers despite structural homogeneity and the paradigmatic expectation
from policy makers and researchers that the modernisation agenda would produce homogeneous
styles (Van der Ploeg 2000). This work follows these positions in considering heterogeneity of ways to
farm - and think about farming - to be a fundamental feature and an asset in farming. Furthermore, it
takes interpretive factors, including cultural ones (i.e. those broadly available to society members), to
be part of the explanation for this heterogeneity.
Descriptions of difference between farms and farmers commonly employ typologies (e.g. Fairweather
1999, Davies and Hodge 2007). It is worth discussing these since their use raises relevant theoretical
questions on how to see farmers and their ways of farming. The following observations therefore help
ground the perspective of the study. While typologies are a useful way to summarise patterns of
diversity in farming, their use comes with some cautions. Darnhofer & Walder (2013) warn of two
highly relevant tendencies in the use of farmer typologies. Firstly, they can seem to describe a static
world and therefore describe differences in terms of essence rather than process (see also Darnhofer
2020). Reflecting this criticism, Van der Ploeg (2012) retrospectively comments on the way the farming
styles concept has been misinterpreted by some due to the labelling of different farming styles using
personalised nouns that seem to describe essence (e.g. economical farmers) rather than verbs that
reflect the underlying view of farming as process (e.g. farming economically). Secondly, and linked to
this, Darnhofer and Walder (2013) suggest that typologies can fall in the trap of offering a voluntaristic
view of what differentiates farmers, neglecting ‘larger frames of meaning and action’ (Long and Van
der Ploeg 1994). These cautions suggest rethinking the traditional conceptual dichotomy of structure
and agency. Darnhofer et al. (2016) draw attention to the importance of understanding structural
context and farmer agency together - in relation - in descriptions of farming. Norman Long’s (2001)
actor-oriented perspective rethinks development processes and likewise considers the division
between structure and agency as artificial, an artefact of our theoretical perspective. Instead, we
should employ a ‘more dynamic approach to the understanding of social change’, one ‘which stresses
the interplay and mutual determination of internal and external factors and relationships, and which
recognises the central role played by human action and consciousness’.
This work will cautiously employ typology since an adequate description of difference in farmer
perspective is valuable. The explicit focus on frames of meaning, however, will ensure that the
descriptions are grounded and not voluntaristic. The empirical work will lend support for a theory of
individual farmer action understood in continuity with ‘external’ context, to be understood as part of
a larger evolutionary process.

Different research assumptions and visions
The research on farmer perspectives reveals a spectrum of research assumptions and visions in terms
of the value of these descriptions and the role of the researcher: these display different motivations
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for understanding farmer perspectives. These motivations include: better understanding rural
development and food production potentials (e.g. Van der Ploeg and Ventura 2014); providing better
descriptions of farmers (Van der Ploeg 2003) - which is especially important given the generally
homogeneous representations projected from national farming organisations (Deuffic and Candau
2006); explaining why some farmers are not modernising in ways predicted (e.g. Hebinck et al. 2015);
understanding policy failures (e.g. see Burton and Paragahawewa 2011); tailoring of policy or
communications to complement farmer motivations and mental frameworks (e.g. Davies and Hodge
2007, De Snoo et al. 2013, Wheeler et al. 2018); and finally, understanding how farmers are able to
persist with practices that have become broadly criticised by exploring the way that farming is
constructed among farmers (e.g. Silvasti 2003, Ellis 2013).
Two different types of motivation can be distinguished that implicate the researcher differently in the
broader processes. The first assumes the main driver for development to be science and policy, so the
researcher’s task is to understand farmers better so that they can be persuaded to change their
behaviour or adopt different ways of farming. The second, meanwhile, recognises farming itself as an
important source of creativity to be explored and reflected in policy and academic discourse. These
perspectives are not mutually exclusive, but may reflect different ideas around how farming unfolds,
from top down and linearly organised to bottom up and non-linear.
Very closely linked with these contrasting perspectives is the distinction between, on the one hand,
research into cultural or psychological barriers to farmers adopting preferred farming methods and,
on the other hand, the exploration of endogenous potential. A focus on barriers reflects a broad
agenda to solve problems around continued biodiversity and pollution issues in farming. However, a
predefined emphasis on barriers may assume farmers to lag behind science and policy in a top-down
developmental model; it may in this way also overlook endogenous solutions and serve to strengthen
hegemonic approaches to development. Furthermore, a focus on cultural barriers may not always
yield effective solutions, since pressure is unlikely to be effective at changing the actual factors that
influence willingness such as beliefs or worldview (Mills et al. 2017). A focus on potential, conversely,
may illuminate factors not yet expressed in policy debate and additionally may give traction for policy
measures, since policy is effective at quickly changing the material and regulatory landscape and may
be aligned with research insights into worldview or normative frameworks of farmers. My own
objective as a researcher in this study is to explore farmer perspectives to understand the different
ways that they construct and perform their roles, and how these relate to the prevailing ideas in the
scientific community on the health of ecosystems. This approach is thus attentive to worldviews that
are suggested by scientific descriptions as well as the worldviews of farmers, recognising that these
may differ. I consider this a useful approach in order to better describe farmers and help correct
simplistic images, and to help uncover trajectories, solutions and potential that are already there but
may be under-represented: in this respect, I take inspiration from Gibson-Graham’s diverse
economies framework (2008). These authors notice how activist scholars’ representations of
capitalism, despite seeking to critique it, in fact had a dampening effect on non-capitalist activities
because these representations assumed power to be ‘concentrated in capitalism and to be largely
absent from other forms of economy’. Their response is to document economic diversity as a way of
‘performing a different economy, bringing into visibility a diversity of economic activities as objects of
enquiry and activism’, a way of making the marginal more real. I follow this motivation while not losing
sight of the regional, national and supranational goal to harmonise our activities with natural
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processes. While I have argued here for exploring endogenous potential rather than exploring cultural
barriers to change, it is worth saying that either approach - so long as it remains open and sensitive may help to contextualise and explain farming practice in terms of immaterial factors, and
importantly, in terms of the farmers’ own frames of reference.

Cultural theories
Here I describe a few relevant ways that shared cultural ideas or perspectives have played a role in
answering questions about farmer trajectories, particularly how farmers relate to nature.
Thompson (1995) explores the ‘philosophical resources’ available for the project of constructing an
environmental ethic in agriculture and identifies three religious-philosophical features of western
culture that he argues have predisposed farmers to productionist beliefs. This makes a clear argument
for how culturally specific interpretations of Nature among farmers are related to farming practice
and trajectories (although he does not claim that these ideas gave the impulse for the industrial
productionism of modern farming). He describes the ethic of hard work, the doctrine of grace (which
stresses fertility and abundant harvests as earthly signs of God’s grace), and the myth of the garden
(the metaphor of Nature as a garden to be tended and brought under control) and explains how these
ideas privilege production for the farmer, creating an ‘implicit working assumption’ of its central
importance (p58).
Silvasti (2003) uses this as a theoretical framework to examine the contradiction between farmers’
stated identity as stewards and the ongoing negative ecological impacts of farming practice. She
utilises the concept of ‘scripting’ as intergenerational conditioning and argues that it contributes to
the ‘instilling of cultural meanings of the land, nature and environment. Once internalised, these
messages become cultural scripts that influence children’s values and behaviour. Scripts are a kind of
mental map that are developed and used to organise behaviour along socially appropriate lines’.
Silvasti argues that understanding the relevant cultural scripts is the key to understanding how
farmers can define themselves as stewards of nature and simultaneously pursue environmentally
detrimental farming techniques, and highlights the three ideas described by Thompson as they
manifest in her research on Finnish rural society.
Scripts therefore provide one theory for how deeply embedded ideas manifest and persist in societies
through time and provide models of behaviour. This suggests they play a conservative role. Indeed,
Vanclay et al. (2007) argue that scripts help explain commonality and cultural persistence among
farming communities (as opposed to the farming styles approach, which helps to explain diversity).
Cultural repertoire theory likewise entails a more general theoretical explanation of how culture
relates to farming trajectories, suggesting a ‘toolbox’ or repertoire of cultural tools, resources or
models to interpret circumstances and act (Swidler 1986, Garrett 2013). A core idea in this theory is
that multiple resources or discourses are available to society members in parallel. Long and Van der
Ploeg (1994) argue that members of societies utilise this repertoire or stock of discourses in the
construction of meaning in their lives. They also note that the very existence of alternative discourses
challenges the notion of rationality as a simple outcome of the actor’s structural context. In this sense
12

it suggests that interaction with the cultural repertoire (i.e. both accessing and influencing it) is a
mediating, articulating process in the continuous co-evolution of external context and individual
human life paths. To illustrate this mediation, De Haan and Long (1997) describe cultural repertoires
in relation to farming development thus: ‘the multi-coloured cognitive and symbolic universe that
mediates farmers’ reactions to technological change and the market’. Cultural repertoires theory is
largely intuitive, utilised conceptually in the social sciences but extremely difficult to operationalise
(Garrett 2013). Nevertheless, farming styles research does go some way to operationalise it by
describing parallel styles within a very similar ‘structural’ context and conducting in-depth
ethnographic research to understand the discrete styles that manifest and the rationales and norms
that accompany these. While cultural repertoires theory is highly relevant to my enquiry as a theory
on how culture links to practice, I do not seek to fully operationalise it for my data to investigate
difference between research participants at this level.

Agricultural modernisation and future visions for farming
Having discussed some of the most relevant literature and theory on how questions of farmer culture
or perspective have been applied to the evolution of farming, I now briefly describe the theories of
agricultural modernisation and productionism that contextualise the study historically; I then discuss
theories from rural development scholarship and evolutionary resilience thinking, which provide
concepts to understand the problematic aspects of agricultural development as guided by
modernisation and productionism. Finally, I extract from these the theoretical criteria that I use to
evaluate different approaches to farming that this thesis identifies. This will lay the foundation for my
analytical framework.
Modernisation and productionism are concepts that I draw on to provide the theoretical and historical
context for the study. Modernisation is an idea used to describe the visionary drive of post WWII
agriculture, emphasising a monodirectional and top-down notion of progress based around rational
science and industrial production processes, emphasising efficiency and use of markets for inputs and
machinery (Darnhofer et al. 2013). Production is central to the objectives of agricultural
modernisation. Thompson (1995) refers to this as ‘productionism’, a paradigm centred around the
primacy of production. In calling it a paradigm, he suggests that it coordinates a wider set of more or
less coherent beliefs around farming. Lang and Heasman (2004) likewise refer to productionism,
arguing that it is one of four globally-operating and competing paradigms for understanding and
situating food in relation to human strategies and objectives. Both modernisation and productionism
evoke larger ideas and visions of human development and how humans sit relative to nature: both
concepts emphasise a singular vision of progress and suggest an evolution away from a state of
dependence on nature, or a transcendence of its limits. Importantly, these concepts translate into
farming culture as devices around which meaning and identity are constructed (e.g. see Burton 2004).
There are many concerns with productionism and where it has led farming. It is beyond the scope
here to broadly discuss modern agriculture’s issues. However, it is necessary to discuss these in
rudimentary way in order to frame my perspective on agricultural development. A strong and narrow
focus on the material products of farming such as food and fuel, destined for trade, transport and
processing (processes that constitute a more or less industrial, international system with the
13

associated linear logic) has created an industrial style to farming itself by which specialisation and
mechanisation are favoured as the way forward. Specialisation manifests in processes of social and
ecological simplification when compared with diverse farms integrating crops, animals, household and
markets at various scales (e.g. traditional ‘peasant’ farms). These simplification and specialisation
processes result in degradation of soil structure, wildlife habitat and genetic diversity of livestock and
crops. Associated with this is the increase in environmental pollution from the use of chemical
fertiliser and pesticides, and excessive concentrations of animal manures implicated in this. This could
be described as a process of ecological dis-embedding of farming, by which the over-riding focus on
products produces dysfunction and degradation in the supporting systems; these have been termed
‘negative externalities’ reflecting that they fall outside of the driving logic, and to imply that the cost
must be borne elsewhere, most directly by ecosystems and those who directly depend on them, and
less directly by human societies more generally. Closely associated with this, the social, economic and
ecological dynamics of this system of production create ‘treadmills’ for farmers, by which profit stays
static or decreases despite farmers investing in ever-more technologies, buying more land and
producing more for markets. The original technology treadmill described by Cochrane (1958) refers to
the adoption of new technology that increases yield, but thereby stimulates overproduction and a
price drop for the crop; this forces other farmers to adopt the same technologies to stay afloat, and
all farmers then require further increased yields (through further rounds of investment in costreducing technology) to pay the costs of new machines. Despite some criticisms and oversights, the
basic logic of this has proved sound (Levins and Cochrane 1996, Carolan 2012). Secondary treadmills
result from the pressures to increase production and the dysfunction of technology-oriented,
ecologically dis-embedded production systems. For example, the ‘pesticide treadmill’ describes the
development of resistance to pesticides in insects or plants through exposure and selection pressure,
triggering the use of more or newer pesticides; the ‘fertiliser treadmill’ describes how a reliance on
synthetic fertiliser application (replacing incorporation of organic materials) leads to a degradation of
soil organic matter, soil biodiversity, and a resulting degradation in soil structure, and therefore more
dependence on synthetic fertiliser (Carolan 2012). These treadmills are meanwhile worsened by the
‘double squeeze’ on farmers, where the costs they pay for inputs rises at a much faster rate than the
returns they get for agricultural products; this scenario stimulates the impetus toward farm expansion
as one of the only options for farm development (Van der Ploeg 2006).
Differing visions or perspectives on the pathways that agriculture should take often have their roots
in the question of whether tweaks or fundamental changes are more appropriate responses to these
issues. Some approaches seem to extend the rationales of modernisation and/or productionism but
apply technological and ecological knowledge to reduce negative externalities (Poux and Aubert
2018). Such approaches may be suitable to solve technical issues in agriculture; however, when the
broader social and ecological issues are considered together, this thesis assumes that extensions or
modifications of the same logic may be insufficient.

Multifunctional farming
As a way to address this, some scholars have stressed the importance of social and ecological
embedding of farming to accommodate a more complete set of functions that go beyond the
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technicalities of production and the avoidance of ecological harm1. This emphasises farming in terms
of its diverse roles in communities, local economies, landscapes and ecosystems. In order for farms to
achieve multifunctionality, a central concept in the academic literature has been ‘economies of scope’
(Marsden et al. 2002, Van der Ploeg and Roep 2003) in contrast to the more traditional agricultural
trajectory toward ‘economies of scale’. These provide a theoretical pathway for farms to successfully
achieve this multifunctionality. Central to this is the construction of ‘economies of synergy’ (Marsden
et al. 2002, Van der Ploeg and Roep 2003), which focusses our attention on the active process of
farmers creatively synergising operations to enable the expansion of scope over scale. As reflected in
the analytical framework, below, I assume that farmers’ worldviews and norms influence their ability
to achieve this. These concepts provide an important lens to understand different farming approaches
in this thesis and will be developed in terms of the data in Chapter 5.
If multifunctionality provides a framework for understanding the interactions of a farm with its social
and material contexts, with an interest in the scope of these, the evolutionary resilience literature
provides some complementary concepts from the perspective of remaining viable through changing
or unpredictable circumstances.

Evolutionary resilience
Resilience thinking provides useful ways to understand change processes and has been applied to
systems at different levels. From an initial conceptualisation in engineering and later ecological terms
(Holling 1973), it has more recently been developed as an evolutionary way of thinking about socialecological systems (Holling 2001). Davoudi (2016) highlights how the development of the concept has
mirrored the evolution of scientific perspectives on the world, broadly from a perspective of the world
as an orderly, predictable machine to images of the world that are increasingly complex,
interconnected and evolutionary. Unlike an engineering understanding (which emphasises return to
‘normal’ equilibrium after shock) and an ecological understanding (which emphasises multiple stable
states into which an ecological system can be pushed through disturbance), evolutionary resilience
thinking shifts expectation away from equilibria and toward change and adaptation/transformation
processes as ubiquitous (Carpenter et al. 2005, Davoudi 2012). Darnhofer et al. (2016) argue for the
value of evolutionary resilience thinking for both farmers and rural researchers, contextualising our
time as one of increasing uncertainty due to the great impact of human action and the level of
connectivity between almost all parts of the globe. From the perspective put forward thus far in this
thesis, evolutionary resilience provides two key ideas.
Firstly, it offers the adaptive cycle (Figure 1) as an important heuristic conceptual tool for thinking
about non-linear change (Holling and Gunderson 2002, Darnhofer et al. 2016). This introduces a
critical theoretical perspective when applied to agricultural modernisation as a whole, and to the
individual farm systems that follow its developmental path, while simultaneously offering ideas on
more resilient strategies. The adaptive cycle has been adapted, revised, and used for a variety of
applications, but it essentially describes four evolutionary phases that occur in a cycle in systems:
1

Lately the Natural Capital and Public Goods policy frameworks guiding environmental and agricultural policy in the UK have
reflected the concern to stress the role of farms in ecosystems and social life, and the need to couple productive functions
with service around these.
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exploitation, conservation, collapse (or release) and reorganisation (see Figure 1). These phases, in
agricultural systems, can be understood in terms of the relationship between system efficiency and
the number of connections in the system (Darnhofer et al. 2016). System shifts are considered an
inevitable part of cycle, and the longer a system stays in the conservation phase, the smaller the
disturbance required to trigger collapse (Walker and Salt 2006). The application of the lens of the
adaptive cycle to the history of farming development provides a way of understanding agricultural
modernisation: the latter assumes and imposes a linear model of progress through the pursuit of
steadily increasing and stable yields – that is, it attempts to maintain systems in the exploitation or
conservation phases. This exposes the system to ever-increasing vulnerability and to larger-scale
collapse. This idea questions comfortable assumptions that our farming systems are resilient since
they have demonstrated largely stable and growing productivity, and benefit from a large and
developed expert framework.

conservation
steady state, rigid

Efficiency indicator

fine-tuning

shock

exploitation

collapse

growth

severing of connections,
release of resources

creative destruction
new growth phase

reorganisation

making new configurations work

making new connections, trying new configurations

Number of connections
Figure 1: The adaptive cycle. The cycle describes four distinct phases in the evolution of systems and suggests
that systems at all levels go through these non-linear phases. The phases differ in efficiency and number of
connections in the system, which leads to different system functions through time. From this perspective,
agricultural modernisation can be understood as a project to prolong the exploitation and conservation phases.
At farm level, it suggests seeing the role of the farmer in guiding the system through the cycle. Adapted from
Darnhofer et al. (2016).

The adaptive cycle in this way can inform agricultural management. Management can be seen as part
of the integration and coupled evolution of human systems and nature, or of human and natural
capital (Gunderson et al. 2010). The second relevant idea from evolutionary resilience thinking is
therefore the role of human ingenuity to navigate the adaptive cycle (Davoudi 2012). Thus Davoudi et
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al. (2013) consider human learning capacity to be at the heart of the process of becoming resilient in
socio-ecological systems (Figure 2). They characterise this as preparedness, the ability to see
vulnerabilities or opportunities and to respond, with the goal of enhancing persistence, adaptability
and/or transformability. The notion of preparedness as an activity driving resilience focusses attention
on farmers as social actors, as perceivers and readers of the context and as planners for the future
(Davoudi et al. 2013). Resilience is thus understood as a process performed by social actors rather
than an attribute. The adaptive cycle warns us to not to assume the context for agriculture to be stable
and steady, and to instead acknowledge instability and change; this shifts the focus for all strategy
toward ensuring high levels of coping, adaptive and transformational capacity (Darnhofer et al. 2016).
In the same way that cultural factors are relevant to how farmers understand and approach nature,
an emphasis on farmers as key to the process of enacting resilience suggests the importance of
worldview and norms, since these may structure their interpretation of the context and their vision
for ways forward - and therefore influence their responses (see Figure 2). This theorises a link between
mental frameworks and farmers’ ability to navigate change.

Figure 2: Model of human agency in active resilience-making process, characterised here as preparedness
- the outcome of monitoring for vulnerability and anticipating events in order to steer the farming system.
Resilience is broken down into three component attributes that help describe the resilience strategy and
can be pursued in combination: these are persistence, adaptability and transformability. Worldview and
norms are included as a lens filtering how the context is perceived and interpreted, and influencing the
preparedness of the farm manager for shocks or shifts. Adapted from Davoudi et al. (2013).
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These frameworks of multifunctionality and evolutionary resilience together help me to anchor my
exploration of farmer worldview and norms as they approach their farming operations. In the
following section I summarise how I apply these theoretical concepts to my analysis.

Analytical framework
Nature relations, evolutionary resilience and multifunctional farming provide the concepts I employ
to explore the relations between farmers’ perspectives and their farms’ trajectories. Their narratives
about the world and normative frameworks are lenses through which they interpret their situation
(both broad and narrow), their priorities within this, and the actions that are considered appropriate
or worthwhile. In this way, I assume that these factors play a role in how they position themselves
relative to ecosystems, how they enact resilience, and how they coordinate their operations in terms
of (multi)functionality. Figure 3 describes how I trace the role of worldview and normative frameworks
in different approaches to farming. These approaches are understood against the backdrop of issues
with agricultural modernisation and the challenges of contemporary farming (discussed in this
chapter, above).

Worldview and norms

Resilience-making

Construction of scope
through synergy

Nature relations

Unique farming approach

Figure 3: Framework for analytically tracing the relationship between subjective factors (worldview and norms)
and farming approach. The former are assumed to influence resilience-making, construction of scope through
creation of synergies, and relationship to nature; these three processes conceptually shape the farming
approach.
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In order to analyse and ‘plot’ farmer mental and practical configurations, I use a heuristic, loose
framework to visualise the broad domains with which a farm engages. Figure 4 shows farming
conceptualised as a space existing between four domains: business, nature, production and the public.
Enquiry using the domains can consist of two layers - mental processes and practical processes, which
allows for the two to be explored concurrently in interviews. Firstly, mapping beliefs and ideas about
these four domains provides a way of understanding the farmers’ mental construction of their roles
and relations. Secondly, enquiry into how farmers engage with these domains in practice provides a
way of visualising the farm as a practical configuration. This latter model also permits enquiry into
how the practical orientation of the farm creates relations between the domains. This second layer
relates closely to the concept of multidimensional embedding (e.g. Methorst et al. 2017); this parallel
will be reflected on briefly in the discussion chapter (Chapter 6). While all farmers can be expected to
have a way of seeing themselves relative to all four domains, not all farmers may engage with all four
domains. Business and nature can be considered universal domains of engagement for all farms. Food
production is the most likely form of production and a specific domain of interest to this enquiry,
although production of feed, fibre and energy are also relevant. The inclusion of the ‘public’ domain
allows for a broad enquiry into how farmers construct their relations to society.

Farming

nature

public

business

production

Mental processes

Practical processes

business

public

narrative
thread

Farmer ideas

production

business

nature

public

Farm’s
practical
configuration

nature

production

Figure 4: Heuristic framework for analysing farming, demonstrating the general conceptual model of farming
as understood relative to four broad domains (top). This splits into two compatible models for mental and
practical processes that can be investigated in tandem in interviews with farmers. In the first (left), farmer
ideas about the world create a self-perception relative to the domains as part of a meaningful narrative about
the world that frames their farming. In the second (right) the farm is seen as a practical configuration of
engagements with these domains, and inter-relations between them.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

General methodology
The empirical research was not strongly theory driven. The aim was not to test or apply a theory, yet
it was informed by theories on social resilience, culture, farm diversity, rural development and
questions on farmer understandings of nature. The research questions that motivated the study were
redefined as the research progressed, but always related to questions around how farmers frame their
farming and balance their responsibilities. This led to the analytical framework and general
methodology being developed together as the data collection came underway.

Data collection
Semi-structured farmer interviews of between 40 minutes and 150 minutes were carried out in spring
and early summer 2019 at the properties of the farmers in Gloucestershire and around its borders in
neighbouring counties. These were mostly between two distinct geographic regions: the Cotswolds
and the Severn Vale. The Cotswolds feature shallow lime-rich soils, largely between 100m and 300m
elevation, mostly arable and grassland with some rough grazing. According to the UK Agricultural Land
Classification (with Grade 1 being the best and Grade 5 the poorest), most of the land is Grade 3 with
pockets of Grade 4 and rare pockets of Grade 2 land. The Cotswolds have been designated an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, and have a major tourist draw. The Severn Vale area lies along the lower
River Severn, including many smaller waterways that join it as it approaches its estuary. It features
significantly more variable soil, with much of the land close to the river flooding in winter (and also
occasionally in summer). Soils are largely Grade 3 with pockets of Grade 1, 2 and 4, and are used
mostly as grassland with some arable farming.
Seven starting contacts were secured, some through affiliations that made it possible for me to make
contact with them, and others through their websites. A snowball sampling method was then
employed to generate a total of twenty-two semi-structured interviews. All but one interview was
with a family farmer who managed his or her own business, or had retired from doing so and ceded
management to their children; all of these retirees retained a close involvement, however. The
exception was a farm manager for a larger family farm. This represents a diverse group of arable,
mixed and livestock farmers with different levels of diversification outside of agricultural activity.
Where possible, each participant was sent an information sheet explaining the aims of the research
project and my affiliations, including what the data were to be used for (see Appendix 1). This gave
participants an opportunity to understand the study better without my presence or any feeling of
pressure to accept. Where this could not be emailed in advance, I explained over the phone that we
would need to allow time for this prior to the interview. Several farmers chose not to look at the
information previous to the appointment. A consent form was supplied to allow participants to
formally consent to their participation (see Appendix 2). This detailed the secure data handling
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procedures and promised farmers anonymity through pseudonym, and supplied a permanent email
address that farmers could use to contact me beyond the completion of the project and my graduate
studies. All participants were given the opportunity to withdraw for any reason but a cut-off date to
do so was specified. A pilot interview came about informally when I visited a farmer contact about
potential interviewees in his social network. Certain elements didn’t work well and I amended the
schedule accordingly (see Appendix 3). After a further four interviews in fairly quick succession, it
became clear that further changes to how I framed the interviews would be necessary: initially a focus
on ‘public money for public goods’ as the new UK farm funding principle was used as a trigger to
explore farmers’ sense of role and identity. However, this did not elicit the expected strong responses
nor form a concrete talking point; instead farmers could not talk in definitive terms about this due to
significant doubt over the British exit process from the EU, which was the context for this policy debate
and the new proposals. A further set of amendments to the interview guide broadened the scope and
directly elicited views about roles and responsibilities as nature steward, business owner and food
producer (i.e. the balancing of the four fundamental dimensions described in Chapter 2; see Appendix
4 for the final interview schedule and media articles used as prompts). This amendment reflects a
more general process of honing that occurred as data collection and preliminary analysis took place:
the basic analytical framework emerged and evolved out of these early interactions during interview.
The revised guide also enabled more space for participants to bring their own concerns. ‘Public money
for public goods’ was still discussed but mostly when farmers referred to it themselves.
When I had completed twenty-one interviews (excluding the pilot) I felt that I had reached saturation
wherein the discussions fell along increasingly predictable lines. The more interviews I conducted, the
less fresh the perspectives and accounts were, such that I felt that I was better understanding
Gloucestershire farming, its contemporary context and how farmers understood it.

Data preparation
From this point on I referred to the methodological guidelines of Braun and Clarke (2013) on data
preparation and thematic analysis (although note that I modified their thematic analysis analytical
procedures to my purposes, and do not claim that I followed their specific methodology rigorously).
My first four interviews informed a shift in approach but I nevertheless decided to include them in the
data set on the basis that elements of the interview had not changed particularly radically even though
the aims and specific questions had been adjusted. I consider them to be useful and relevant data,
and comparable to the data emerging from the subsequent interviews. My final interview was not
carried forward for preparation, since the status of the farmer and the farm history showed significant
discontinuity with the others. Twenty interviews were therefore orthographically transcribed using
Dragon Anywhere mobile voice transcription software, and then imported to Microsoft Word where
they were manually corrected and checked for accuracy and consistency. A further pass was required
to anonymise the data and remove any identifiable references to location, friends, family, other jobs
and so on. Data preparation and data analysis blended into each other, much as the analytical process
was already in operation as I conducted interviews and reflected on them. As the data were prepared,
I was closely engaged with the material and certain themes and contrasts stood out. I memoed these
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to refer to later, but mainly they informed my later analysis and gave me clues about what to look for
in order to explore the data and answer my research questions.

Data analysis
Transcribed interviews were imported into Quirkos 2.0.0 qualitative analysis software and a first pass
coding was carried out inductively with an open mind so as to be able to reflect the salience of certain
themes. Salience was considered important since an interview aim was to capture farmer concerns
and the relevance of broader processes surrounding farming to them, in order to understand how
they select the important ideas and construct a narrative from them by creating relations between
the elements. Salience thus laid the foundation for deciding which themes were considered
analytically important in terms of answering my research questions. Each idea that I considered
relevant to the research questions was assigned a code, and codes were clustered and merged into
themes both as coding proceeded and afterwards. Initial codes tended to closely follow what the
interviewee said. The aim was to code all of the relevant text with as high a level of coverage as
possible in order to understand which themes recurred most and to have a thematic overview of the
whole data set. By the end of the process 69% of the text had been coded, with some of the uncoded
text being my own part in the conversations, or simple background information on the farms. The
coverage differed between participants, often reflecting the direct relevance of their contributions to
the research aim. This level of coverage made the interview data easily accessible to explore.
At this point it was very clear that the interview had been a useful instrument for exploring the main
dimensions that I had proposed in my initial simple, emergent model of farmer role and identity:
farming as a business, farmers as environmental stewards or managers, farmers as food producers,
and the role of public discourse and opinion. Conversations had gone beyond these dimensions, but
the codes coalesced to demonstrate that these were the core. Coded data could now be explored in
terms of how these dimensions were discussed, both looking within a single interview transcript and
looking across them, by theme. In order to report results on the views and diversity of understandings
of farmers, themes were explored across the interviews, and assessed according to two criteria:
salience among the sample and relevance to the research aim. These themes were written into an
ethnographic, data-oriented thematic chapter, now Chapter 4. This was a distinct analytical step that
helped lay the groundwork for further analysis that yielded a more abstract interpretation,
culminating in the identification of different distinct approaches to farming.
These approaches were derived from the data on the practical farming businesses of the participants
and also the ideas and norms that motivate or support their farming orientation, often articulated in
terms of how they see their farm and the direction of farming: taken together, these pointed toward
the distinct farming approaches. Interview questions had generally aimed at understanding
participant worldview but did so largely through discussing and referring to what the farmers actually
do. The format allowed farmers to express themselves as they preferred: through their descriptions
of their own farms, their assessment of other farms and ways of farming, their national or global
politics, their moral codes, their broader philosophies. In analysis, I did not attempt to tease apart
accounts of the mental and the practical, or attend specifically to the relationship between these, but
rather considered all these data together. This was for three reasons: firstly, my objective was to
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understand the responses of farmers to the broader direction of farming, so it was not my aim to
understand how ideas and the mental linked to the practical. Secondly, this allowed me to compare
farmers more easily, acknowledging their different ways of expressing themselves through the
interview, as described above. Lastly, it acknowledges both mental and practical types of experience
as deeply inter-related: I assumed they co-evolve, and that a particular worldview influences an
individual’s practical engagements with the world, and more specifically may focus farmers on a
certain range of possibilities, defining the limits of their practice; meanwhile practical experience
shapes ones inner life. In order to best capture this, therefore, I analysed the accounts in whole.
In order to delineate and characterise the approaches, I identified core ideas that help to organise a
broader approach. Accounts of mental orientation revealed a number of prevalent or background
ideas, which pointed toward certain core ideas as well as linked ideas that comprise - or cohere with
- the core idea. Meanwhile, accounts of farming practice and business orientation independently
suggested different approaches to farming, and helped to further build up the picture and provide
evidence for the core ideas. In this way, my characterisation of the core ideas and the approaches
themselves were developed concurrently. I then analysed these approaches as unique trajectories,
employing three frameworks to operationalise the challenges of contemporary farming (as per Figure
3).
Just as the interview was adjusted through the data collection process to reflect what I had learnt and
where my experiences deviated from my expectations or guesses, I likewise sharpened the research
questions and analytical frameworks as I went through analysis.
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Chapter 4: A thematic exploration
Having established the research problem, described my theoretical and analytical frameworks, and
my methods, in this chapter I aim to introduce the key themes and ideas that emerged from the
interviews. I do this by drawing out the data relevant to how different farmers understand themselves
in the world. This implies significant breadth, but I focus the analysis on four dimensions that help
describe how farmers saw themselves: the domains of business, production, nature, and public
relations. These themes structure the chapter into four parts, in this order. As described in the
preceding chapter, the interviews were semi-structured, providing a balance between what I wanted
to know and what participants wanted to bring. The data presented in this chapter therefore reflect
the salience of different themes and the diversity of the accounts. This provides a window into how
the participant farmers see their role in relation to natural, social and economic aspects of the world.
It therefore represents a snapshot of the perspectives of diverse West of England family farmers. I
stay close to the data, and what the farmers say forms a major part of the chapter. In Appendix 5 I
clarify the notation I use in the quotes. Each of the four sections is inextricably linked to the others,
yet in order to organise the findings I keep them artificially separate. Chapter 5 is designed to unify
and make more sense of this complex and fragmented series of accounts; in this way the present
chapter serves as a rich and detailed grounding for the following one, presenting a thorough picture
of the relevant themes and concerns around family farmer roles and self-image. Short summaries at
the end of each of this chapter’s four sections help to keep track of the main findings.
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PART 1. BUSINESS
An important point of discussion in the interviews was the role that ‘business’, the operation as seen
from the perspective of economic performance, played in the way farmers saw themselves. This
section will describe key themes that relate to money and its role in the multi-faceted occupation of
family farming. I explore subthemes that came up in the interviews, and focus especially on the
relationship of profit to other aspects of farming, and two different strategies for succeeding
economically.

The squeeze
It’s more difficult, a lot more difficult, the margins are not what they used to be. If you take net
farm incomes you’ve probably seen on arable farms you’ve seen us go from probably thirty to
forty thousand a year down to twenty. (Daniel)

As suggested by Daniel, above, many of the farmers described it as increasing difficult to make a living
from farming, and saw this as part of the basic context for farming now. The Basic Payment Scheme
(BPS) was discussed in the interviews as the basis of farm profitability. A number of farmers asserted
that the basic payment more or less equalled the profit margin for the farm (while other farmers that
rented land the BPS was reported as less relevant). This background challenge was at times explicit,
but always implicit in the narratives. The responses to this were diverse and will be reported and
discussed through this chapter.

Business or way of life?
I think it’s a way of life. Well, it is a business, I mean people will probably tell you it's a business,
but it's a way of life. (Adam)

As captured in the quote from Adam, above, farming was expressed as both a business and as a way
of life, and sometimes these ideas of farming were contrasted. This reflected a diversity in business
ethos and self-image between the farmers. For example, Daniel contrasted the two approaches,
referring to another local farmer who arrived to farm in the area at a similar time to him, and explains
the other farmer’s poverty as a result of his way-of-life approach. Juxtaposing this, he states his own
business orientation clearly:
Very difficult for him, but you know I think he was of the type you know, he didn't go to college,
he’s got the farm but he didn't look upon it as a business. It’s a way of life rather than a business,
and I think you must have come across this on the study. A lot of farmers think of it as a way of
life rather than a business. I tended to take it as the first part. It’s my business. (Daniel)

These quotes suggest a running dialogue between farmers on how to understand their occupation.
Not all farmers saw these in absolute opposition, and Dave asserted that farming for him is a business
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while also acknowledging that the risk of failing to profit any given year is part of what farmers do
because they love the challenges and where they live. In this sense he expressed both ideas and
demonstrated how one farmer might use both ideas flexibly. Likewise, Daniel’s generally strong
emphasis on farming as a business is softened later with reference to the consolation of the way of
life:
You still have to have a living out of it, because who is going to do it? You're not going to do it.
Nobody, well some farmers do do it. There's a great thing at market, ‘oh, it’s occupational therapy.
That's what you do farming, you don't do it for the money.’ Okay, it's a great way of life, I’m not
arguing and we are fortunate to be able to live here, and I walk to my work and it is a lovely place
to bring your family up. It's not like working in the middle of London but on the other hand we do
have to be… manage to scrape a living somehow. (Daniel)

This speaks perhaps to the value of both ideas to any one farmer in understanding farming life,
depending on commercial success, and highlights the farm as a home as well as a business. As
suggested in Dave and Daniel’s examples, the lifestyle notion may have most sway as a consolation
when business has not been going well. However, regardless of the relationship between the notions,
in the cases above, farmers who explicitly identify as business people reveal in their accounts the
complexity of the nature of their farms as enterprise, home and heritage. Other farmers recognise
this, and see the farm as a dynamic, negotiated relationship between priorities. For example, Alex
emphasises the importance of the farmer’s enduring connection to a place and inhabitation of it as a
factor in decision making that may not be so in other businesses:
It has to make a profit but there’s lots of things you could do where you could say ‘well this is
probably not best for the bottom line’ but you enjoy it and you’re here for your lifetime.

Other farmers saw as more contingent on income rather than the advantages of rural living. Ben
describes how maintaining ‘the lifestyle I’ve got for my wife and family’ has meant increasing beef
cattle numbers through the years to continue to maintain income despite diminishing returns in
agriculture, while in George’s case this has entailed major diversifications to maintain a multigenerational family structure based around the farm. While there were clearly nuances, most
interviewees agreed that farms are businesses and this seemed a central way of understanding their
occupation and role.

‘Profit is not a nasty word’
The last point translated to the common idea that profitability was a core objective of their farms, and
at times the most important objective.
Business margins is up there, it’s not…profit is not a nasty word. I need to earn money. If I’m not
earning money then, actually… and the best thing about me earning money is I can do more to
help ecosystems, local community, you know I can have a better way of living for myself and my
family if I earn money. Definitely. (Jack)
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The above quotation demonstrates two ideas that emerged from the interviews. The first is a subtle
but clearly present nuance implicit in a few farmer accounts and apparent in Jack’s need to assert that
profit is a necessary goal and entirely compatible with agriculture. Here, when Jack tells me that profit
is not a nasty word, he seems to be making reference to an underlying ambiguity around the role and
purpose of farming, and perhaps unease with profit as a motivation. This nuance was not present in
all the farmer accounts, many of them clearly seeing the centrality of profitability as uncontroversial.
Keith commented specifically on the acceptability of profiting from the receipt of public money for
public goods provision or environmental work, arguing that ‘if we’re doing public goods it has to be
accepted that we are allowed to make a profit out of doing it’. This highlights that he is sensitive to
ambiguity about the acceptability of land management as it links to profit. His own approach and
identity, however, is very clear, as a ‘self-employed free trader’, and he brings into question the
controversial aspect of this by juxtaposing his profession with that of a tradesperson who fixes
appliances for profit, suggesting that the simplicity of the latter should apply to farmers. While there
was some hint (as above) that the relationship of land to private goods for profit has some kind of
underlying uneasiness, this account highlights that the question of public goods for profit, as the basis
of a business, is less-chartered water, and asks questions of a farmer’s role in the contemporary
context.
The second point to note from the above quotation is that it represents how a number of farmers
considered business margins to be the key to running a good farm - firstly in terms of the ability to
persist in farming at all but secondly to be able to do a good job of it and meet other objectives. Alan
stressed the centrality of business margins giving you ‘the leeway to do all the nice little things that
you want to try to do’, linking it to voluntary tree planting projects as part of managing the landscape.
In this he captures neatly what many of the farmers told me. Elsewhere he described the emotional
knock-on effect of struggling to get through the milk price crashes of 2016:
The cows were pampered to madness, you know, and when the job went bad, you know you are
losing, haemorrhaging money and every cow was costing you money, and your love for them…it
just takes away your love for them. Well, if you don’t love them, they’re not gonna look after you.
It’s just how it works. (Alan)

This demonstrates the vulnerability of the more human, life-oriented aspect of his dairy and beef
farming (that he emphasised elsewhere, stating ‘you’re dealing with living things’) and its dependence
on the farm’s economic functioning that makes the whole operation viable. Jack likewise links margins
(and therefore ability to invest in modern equipment) with animal welfare, juxtaposing his own farm’s
investments in modern buildings with the popular image of a poor farmer with old ramshackle sheds,
suggesting that this entails sad animals.

Survival entails scale
The view that increasing scale (or intensity) are the ways to survive in farming was seen in the accounts
of a few participants, and is clearly evident in the following statement from Robert when asked about
the role of business margins in his conventional beef enterprise:
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Unless you can get a reasonable business margin to go on and sustain yourself and invest where
you need to and get from what was a small farm or a medium-size farm forty years ago to a
medium-size farm now a lot of capital has to go into that, so unless you can keep putting capital
in and keep building it up, long term is not good prospects. So it all depends, all these other things
depend on me being able to make a business margin. Then you can move on to the… follow the
wildlife and nature route. (Robert)

‘It’s the margins that are important, not the scale’ (Patrick)
Patrick and Rachel, both pasture-based beef farmers, pointed to the above tendency among some
farmers to understand business profitability in terms of scale, but considered this is a misguided
approach that puts farming businesses into conflict with other land management objectives, especially
ecological health:
I think there is a tension in some sectors of farming because it is back to looking at the productivity
and the margins and they are not… they are on that cycle where […] some are just looking to get
more and more intensive because that's the only way they see, and actually they're not looking at
the margins, they are looking at their overall…they’re looking at productivity, and not profitability.
(Rachel)

Likewise, Patrick’s comment that it’s the margin that matters questions this scale-oriented logic with
the belief that there are other ways to make farming work.

Summary
Attitudes toward farming as an economic operation differed, and the difficulty of separating business
and lifestyle on a farm which is both enterprise and family home was clear, with a range of
perspectives on how to approach that. It was also clear, however, that these are flexible notions, and
that some farmers recognise their farming as a negotiation between these ideas. In more than one
case, a business-oriented farmer also invoked lifestyle ideas, suggesting that these are far from
mutually exclusive, even though they tend to be seen as oppositional. How the farmers deal with the
challenges of diminishing returns is also diverse, with some looking only to the scale increases that
have seen them take over their neighbour’s land over the last few decades, while others are looking
to increase the margin on product, and see this as more compatible with ecological objectives. The
accounts occasionally suggested some ambiguity about how comfortably good land management and
profit sit together.
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PART 2. PRODUCTION
In this part I will explore how farmers’ accounts relate production to their occupation and sense of
identity. I will present data on the relative importance given to production and the ideas and views
that support this, while recognising this as a dynamic and evolutionary question.

College days: ‘Production was king’
Many of the participants had gone to agricultural college in the seventies or eighties and referred back
to this to explain the evolution of their mindset over the years and to contextualise some of the
changes seen in farming. In particular, these farmers juxtaposed a tight focus on production in their
college days with the growing importance given to environmental issues in society since then. Keith’s
description captures this nicely:
When I started Samson, in seventy-six, I went to the RAU, it was called the RAC then, and we were
taught everything was about production, you know, production was king. Every field was
ploughed, cultivated and drilled from hedge to hedge, wall to wall, bang. I thought I'd done a really
good job when everything was planted in autumn crops by the end of September. You know, we
had done a harvest, cleared the fields, ploughed, cultivated, and drilled by the end of September.
Everything was green and growing. Fantastic. And you spend the rest of the winter spraying,
fertilising it and ((inaudible)), and that was great. We didn't realise, none of us realised, the
damage that we obviously had been part of.

‘If you produce less food, then people die’
A small minority of interviewees described a direct relationship between farmer food output and
global human welfare. For example, whilst acknowledging that a strong production focus has been a
major cause of ecological decline, especially in diversity of wildlife, Robert maintained that there is an
imperative to continue with industrial intensification methods to satisfy the requirements of a growing
global population:
Well, the whole thing is, about the production of food is that if you produce less food, then people
die. Not over here, but people the other end of the queue… and they talk about public money for
public goods is their saying as regards the new regime but the best possible public good you can
do is to feed them.

This direct linkage between farmer productivity and human life or death creates a common-sense
relationship that may function as a background rationale that informs how they position themselves
in society and environment. Robert in particular seemed to define the imperative to produce food as
a realistic, practical and moral approach to land management. Elsewhere more ambiguity was present
in terms of the strength of this belief to actually motivate behaviour link to self-identity. In the context
of questions about producing higher value food and reducing intensity in his beef production as a way
of reducing environmental impacts, Ben commented that a growing population requires farmers to
keep producing, suggesting that the ‘less food - people die’ logic is also meaningful for how he frames
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farming. Later in the interview, however, he makes it clear that it does not strongly motivate his
choices, since he feels no personal responsibility: ‘As a farmer I don’t feel duty-bound to feed the
nation because the links between the farmer and the end consumer isn’t there, is it?’. Joseph also
seems to use the ‘less food - people die’ idea as justification for his farm’s approach but - likewise looking into his account, it seems very unlikely that global food security is indeed what motivates their
family’s current approach to farming. In practice, this idea was used to legitimise approaches to
farming that are recognised to be detrimental to natural ecosystems and their functions.
This kind of idea was not totally unique to the older farmers discussed above, and Jack showed the
same basic thinking in a slightly different expression of this common-sense linkage between
productivity and human welfare:
I've worked on organic farms where they’re really pleased if they've got a ton an acre of wheat,
and I am getting just over four tons an acre. It doesn't take a genius to figure out that if everyone
went organic we’d soon run out of food.

Ed, Luke and Rachel all brought up the issue of waste or distribution issues, not production, as the key
challenges in relation to food security. This may provide a different rationale for their businesses and
provide a story that allows them to view their role distinctly from the perspective described above.

Balancing food production and environmental priorities
Contrasting the ‘less food – people die’ idea, the farmers interviewed more commonly thought that
food production should be balanced with environmental concerns. This will be discussed more fully in
the following section on farming and nature, but for now it is interesting to note Alan’s response to
my questioning about farming within the productionist mindset:
I: There is a kind of narrative that you hear that says that a farmer's job is to produce food. Why?
Because the world needs lots of food. Do you identify with that or not?
R: Hmmm. Yeah, you do…you are in a food producing business, but you’re also in a business that
looks after the countryside because if you don't - if you don't look after it for another day you’re
not going to produce food in the future so it all goes hand-in-hand. It's all one bigger picture.
You’re producing food as part of another thing.

Here Alan situates the food production priority inside of a stewardship role and subservient to the
long-term sustainability of food production, implying that there are sensible limits to production; his
answer suggests that he finds a balance between the two but perhaps identifies more as a steward of
his farm than as a food producer for the world.
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‘If we don’t produce it here, then we’ve got to import it’
National food supply constituted one of the major topics that farmers brought up through the
interviews. This perhaps linked with concerns about a national shift away from prioritising food
production, toward other priorities such as recreational landscapes and biodiversity conservation.
Adam clearly expresses this concern:
I: It sounds like you're optimistic that the Countryside Stewardship thing is positive?
R: Yeah, I am positive about it but it does worry me because of what we're doing we're going to
lose yield, nationally, the national yield I suppose because we’ve been taking land out of
production I suppose, basically.

Comments about farming abroad and food from elsewhere seemed to reflect concern for the national
farming and food industry, and often referred to trade-offs with natural ecosystems and
environmental quality. The balance and trade-offs between food production and natural ecosystems
were often placed in a global context, and a common point made by farmers was that ‘if we don’t
produce it here, we’ve got to import it’ (Adam). A key trigger for this was the assumption that if we
are to dedicate more land to nature conservation, then our levels of production will drop and this will
be made up elsewhere in the world. For a number of farmers this entailed worse environmental costs
relating to the methods and standards applied to farming. Alex represents this view well:
I think we're better off making food in this country in places where we've got the right sort of
protection… the right sort of environmental protection and well, everything we've got in place
with our food quality standards rather than producing food in another part of the world and
bringing it all here, and in places where they don't have the same environmental protection
standards. You know all these places in the Middle East where they’re pumping water from seas
and lakes etcetera and they’re just getting smaller and smaller and smaller just for agricultural
food purposes where it’s not sustainable there. Or deforested places. All these places where
there’s not the same sort of environmental protection as what we've got here.

This view of ‘farming elsewhere’ was a very common theme, invoking issues around standards and
regulation, and the multi-functionality of the UK farming landscape which contrasted some farmers’
idea of the lack of integration elsewhere:
Places in France or Holland where you’ve got literally no hedgerows […] places where you’ve just
got stones which are bordering fields, where you can’t walk through them, you’ve got no access
etcetera. (Alex)

A related concern mentioned was the land requirement of cultivation elsewhere:
I feel that we live in a productive part of the world, and I have a responsibility to produce food for
the nation, and I’d much rather see food produced on this fair isle rather than imported from
somewhere far away where they might need to cultivate land ten times the size to produce the
same amount of food. (Tom)
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The desire to sustain UK food production was supported by a number of other points beyond the
belief that the environmental impact here is low. Firstly, food security amid currency volatility:
‘because the pound goes up and down, doesn’t it’ (Adam). Secondly, food quality and a concern that
as a result of reducing production here, more lower quality food would enter the UK market; this was
commonly expressed with relation to animal farming and food safety regulations elsewhere: ‘this
threat of American chicken and the hormones in American beef’ (Adam). Thirdly, human ethical
concerns. Two farmers referred to the ethical issues of importing food from abroad that ought to be
eaten where it was grown for the wellbeing of those people: ‘it seems wrong if we’re importing food
from all parts of the world, when other parts of the world are in considerable need of it, so I think it’s
right that we do the best we can in producing food’ (George).
Since crop production and animal raising are specialised skillsets that farmers exercise as a profession,
and therefore most likely hold a strong place in their sense of identity, it is hardly surprising that the
participants had developed arguments around food production as it fits into global and national
economies and environment. However, I also sensed that many of the farmers were indeed genuinely
concerned with how they connected to the world and what the impact would be of outsourcing food
production to other countries, economically, ethically and environmentally.

‘The links between the farmer and the end consumer isn't there is it?’
When asked about the responsibility to produce food, another line of reasoning that came up may
have a more direct impact on self-image and practice. Three different farmers identified the links
between food producer and consumer as a factor affecting to what extent they identified as food
producers. As mentioned earlier in this section, Ben referred to the need for food for a growing
population, but then later differentiated this from his own responsibility to produce food:
R: What we're doing is producing a viable income and I would love it to stay the way it is. I
genuinely would but if we have to change and we have to do something else that is probably the
way it will go and there will be a big danger if we couldn't produce beef whether that land will be
taken out of food production altogether via some sort of nature park or mountain bike trails or
something like that.
I: How do you think about that?
R: As long as it’s earning me money then it wouldn’t worry me too much. Yeah, I don't feel… as a
farmer I don't feel like I am duty-bound to feed…personally, myself, I don’t feel duty-bound to
feed the nation because the links between the farmer and the end consumer isn't there is it?

Likewise, Sarah told me that her sense of identity was not linked to being a food producer, since she
and her husband produce commodity crops, and that this might be different if they were
horticulturalists ‘providing food direct to the public’.
Daniel’s perspective on the linkage between himself and consumers differed, and he emphasised the
increasing links between producer and consumer: in his own experience, consumers have begun to
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play a far more active and knowledgeable role in the food system and demand more transparency and
higher quality. He used this to explain why he thought providing food is the most important role for
farmers today, contrasted with the days of the Milk Marketing Board when ‘it could have gone
anywhere. You had no connection with the end producer’ (sic).

A dynamic question
Keith’s image of the simplicity of farming in the late seventies (quoted above) - with a strong focus on
production as the basis of the job – contrasts the current diversity evident in the sense of role among
the participants. Within some accounts a sense of shift was evident. For example, Sue describes her
shifting identity as a farmer from food producer to a producer of other services:
Producing food. Even as recently as a year ago I would have said it's about running a business
which produces food […] I have in the last year, simply because I am hopeful of the fact that we
will still be paid for producing, or delivering these more environmental services, I am starting to
kind of swap them over a little bit simply because I have recognised that this is not the sort of farm
that’s going to feed the world. It can still make a contribution but maybe the contribution from
this farm is going to be more towards other services […] It is quite difficult to get away from that
thing of ‘I am a farmer and therefore produce food’ and I still think that's what we need to be
doing. (Sue)

In this we see a farmer responding to the shifting context of farming and the societal discourse around
it, and resituating herself mentally.

What is a farm?
This ambiguity around what farming is and how it can be defined was reflected in a number of
accounts. When asked about what she would think of a neighbouring farmer who moves away from
food production and toward a conservation-based livelihood, Sarah replied:
R2: It wouldn’t be an issue. Why would it be an issue?
I: Because it may or may not match your idea of what farming should be.
R2: Is there a… Prince Charles is a farmer. What is a farm?
I: Good question.
R2: What is a farm? Every farm I know…we’ve got a lot of farming friends, and they’re all different.
Don’t have a problem with that. Land’s different, your buildings are different, your circumstances
are different. There is no issue with any farmer doing what he believes… that’s the beauty of
farming isn’t it, we’re all individuals.
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In this way the interviews at times highlighted how production does not necessarily define what it is
to be a farmer, and there is considerable flexibility and tolerance in how a farm is managed and to
what ends. For Dave, who produces mostly hay for a niche market of horse owners, ‘it doesn’t have
to be food’, as he put it. He considered mounting photovoltaic panels in a field to be outside of the
bounds of proper farming, while growing corn for an anaerobic digester would be land-use inside of
the bounds of farming as he sees it. This question of the definition of farming was one that came up
explicitly in the above cases. It was also one that could be reconstructed through the frames of
reference and emphases in the accounts of all participants (see Chapter 5).

Summary
Discussing production - most commonly food production - with the participant farmers yielded a farfrom-straightforward picture of how they perceive this in relation to their identity, their businesses
and their role at national and global levels. Productionist thinking was clearly a reference point, and
persisted at least in terms of background rationale among a few farmers; yet, overall, different diverse
identities were evident and continue to evolve in the contemporary context. Many saw the
importance of a balanced approach between the dual priorities of production and environmental
stewardship; their accounts suggested that they considered farming to be a relationship between
these (this is to be developed in the next section, on farming and nature). Potential shifts in national
priorities between these aspects, and the impacts on the role of farmers were at the forefront of many
of the participants’ minds amid the EU exit process and conversations of funding reform in favour of
‘Public Money for Public Goods’. In particular, the concept of wilding had caused farmers to reflect on
their role: despite interest, many saw it as threatening, indicating an enduring identity as producers.
However, this is difficult to tease apart from other motivations for this response such as defensiveness
of their livelihoods and skillsets, resistance to change, and concern for the outcomes of outsourcing
food production abroad. Other comments indicate flexibility in the notions of what farming is,
decoupling it from strict food production.
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PART 3. FARMING AND NATURE
A key objective for me approaching farmer interviews was to better understand the way farmers
understood their relationship to the natural world. Involved in this were questions about how they
interpreted ecological decline, and whether they understood farming to be at odds with natural
ecosystems. In this section I describe the main positions that emerged from these discussions, in
particular the problematisation of farming and farming practice, and the mental and practical
responses to ecological decline among those who recognised it as relevant to farming.

Farming and nature: ‘It all goes hand-in-hand’
There's nothing that I love more than wildlife and nature, and so trying to lock it into this farm is
pretty important to me, and I think that farming and wildlife and nature can, should, and always
have worked together. (Tom)

A common view expressed was that farming and nature go ‘hand-in-hand’ (Alan, Steve, see also Tom,
above). The most common association was that farming depends on a healthy ecosystem, so farming
with this in mind simply makes good sense. This was mentioned most times with reference to soils
but also to broader ecological health. The fact that farming is constrained by soil and climate seemed
in some cases to lead logically to the idea that the good farmer’s goals run in line with the best interest
of the land and ecosystems: ‘you can’t farm against the environment, you just can’t’, as Alan put it. In
turn, this notion seemed to function among some farmers as an idea of ‘inherent protection’ when
considering the capacity of farming to harm ecological systems.
If you’re damaging the environment I think you’re also not thinking about the long-term
productivity of your land. These two are quite linked. (Alex)

These farmers that made this point explicitly are also generally those that did not implicate farming
strongly in environmental decline (Alex, Ben, Jack, Daniel, Tom). This can be seen in the essential nonproblematisation of farming in these narratives, and at times through the use of arguments such as
not being able to farm against the environment to demonstrate the compatibility between food
production and nature. This way of framing farming and nature allows for productivity and profitability
to be symbols of both good farming and good stewardship of resources, since working against the
environment is ‘shooting yourself in the foot’ (Jack).
As described above, ideas about farming elsewhere were used to contextualise farming in and around
Gloucestershire: in addition to references to large areas of simple monoculture abroad, farming in the
east of England served as a reference point against which some farmers compared their own farms,
which were often seen to be both aesthetically beautiful and diverse.
It is also relevant that a number of farmers emphasised the farmer-made landscape: for example, Ed’s
assertion that ‘our green and pleasant land is man-managed’. To give Steve’s example of the
Cotswolds as a distinct area of natural beauty:
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I: Do you think there is a conflict or a tension between the food production or the business and
the conservation, the wildlife and nature aspect?
R: No, as long as everyone can see the wood through the trees and understand that it all goes
hand-in-hand and here on the Cotswolds it’s a beautiful area to be in and people have got the
idyllic view in their head of how it all is. Well, yes it is because of the farmer.

The emphasis on how the farming forms the landscape promotes a sense of idyllic co-existence and
co-evolution of society and landscape, but may obscure the real relationships and evolution of an area
from an ecological perspective: that is, it may function as a myth that obscures the problems. Likewise,
the conflation of aesthetic beauty with healthy ecosystems supports non-systemic interpretations of
environmental degradation.
As argued, the idea of ‘inherent protection’ and the ‘hand-in-hand’ idea described above tended to
contribute to a belief in the essential compatibility of farming and natural systems. When questioned
about known issues such as pollution of waterways, those farmers that believed in this compatibility
tended to account for these as unfortunate exceptions, not systemic problems. For example Ben, Jack
and Alan all expressed how their pesticide spraying operations shouldn’t impact waterways, and any
occurrence of this was seen to be exceptional, a symptom of bad or lazy farming. This was reinforced
in the accounts by common reference to bad farmers that cause problems as a minority:
I just think the public need educating properly in the actual facts of where their food comes from,
what the majority of farmers are doing, as opposed to the small few that are probably damaging
the perception of farmers as a collective. But with whatever there's gonna be people who let the
side down. (Ed)

The regular reference through the interviews to other farmers who don’t follow the rules or who
abuse systems with negative environmental impacts may indicate a latent line of explanation for the
inconsistency between the fairly widely-held belief that (most) UK farming is good, and the evident
environmental degradation that most farmers discuss, admit, or allude to.

Regulatory protection
Some of those participants who explain the association of ecological problems and farming through
this ‘bad farmer’ argument understood the bad farmer to be the one that breaks the rules or cuts
corners with useful regulation. Regulation here is perhaps seen as a useful line of protection where
‘inherent protection’ fails and there are conflicts between farmer and ‘natural’ interests.
To illustrate, Daniel describes the role of the cross-compliance part of the BPS, as well as Farm
Assurance, in protecting the environment from farming activity. He draws on his experience farming
dairy cows in the 1980s to contextualise the level of awareness and the number of environmentally
based rules inherent in order to collect the basic payment and participate in the market.
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I: Well, I guess the concern is that farmers are forced into a position where they have to abuse the
soils
R: Yeah but you can't abuse the soils, I don't think. I don't know how you can do that because your
fertilisers are monitored and if you’ve used more fertiliser than you should have done then farm
assurance won't qualify so you won't be able to sell the crop because it's containing more nitrogen
in it.

He reiterates many times that this system, notwithstanding some possible abusers, sets a level that
guarantees environmental protection from damage for soils and water. Seen otherwise, his views here
are an example of a farmer going beyond the idea that good farming is or should be in harmony with
nature, and highlighting that he believes that the regulatory framework means that farmers can’t farm
in damaging ways.
Daniel later ponders what will happen environmentally if Britain leaves the EU without replacements
for the BPS and agri-environmental schemes and the regulatory control that these entail, reinforcing
this idea that regulation helps protect ecosystems. The belief in regulation (and also agrienvironmental schemes) expressed across many farmer interviews raises questions about the purpose
and role of the ‘hand-in-hand’ rhetoric, since it suggests that these farmers do not genuinely believe
that by farming the land you are by definition not abusing it or impacting natural systems. The
consistency of the construction of this ‘hand-in-hand’ rhetoric across a number of the participants
suggests that it is a shared myth, or perhaps something common in the farming culture/community.
It highlights the complexity of the priorities and objectives that farmers must negotiate and juggle,
and in this case this narrative of ‘inherent protection’ may perhaps serve a simplifying purpose and
help farmers to justify their activity amid increasing criticism.

Problems with farming and the natural environment
As shown, some participants don’t consider farming practice to be particularly problematic and trust
the regulatory baseline - together with good sense - to maintain sound practice. However, most
explicitly recognised some tension between farming and the natural environment and in general
referred to modern equipment and practices as the source of tension. There was a spectrum from, at
one end, more optimistic farmers focussed on the potential of agriculture to harmonise and balance
its different priorities and, at the other end, more pessimistic farmers who saw agriculture as
fundamentally ill-aligned with the best interests of diverse natural species. Here I present some of the
relevant data from my discussions with participant farmers about aspects of ecological decline, before
describing different responses to these issues.
Bird decline was perhaps the most mentioned negative effect of farming practice, and one which many
farmers could trace in their lifetimes:
Well, I think that sadly there is quite a bit in the bird population of nature decline. Certainly some
of the… you know the chemical revolution, I can remember in my youth driving through here as a
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child and there was flocks of yellowhammers in the hedgerows and we don't have them anymore
because of seed treatment. (Luke)

Memories of past birdlife in the countryside constituted a reference point to aim to return to in some
cases. Bird decline was unequivocally linked in some farmers minds with farming practice, although
other reasons relating to laws around countryside management were also cited (and will be discussed
briefly below). Many of the farms included riverside flood meadows, and these farmers cited early
mowing, fertiliser spreading and drainage as factors in the decline of ground nesting birds such as the
curlew
Soil was also a major topic. Ploughing equipment, increasingly heavy machinery and intensive
cropping without appropriate rotations or other breaks were cited as problematic by a range of
farmers. Discussion of this development was occasionally accompanied by metaphors related to soil
abuse: raping the land/soil (Alan, Daniel, Tom); beating the soil (Adam, Luke); beating a farm/the
countryside into submission (Luke). For example:
There's one farmer here who would be out here power harrowing until he beats the hell out of it.
(Adam)
Well everybody in the big kit now… everybody’s gone to huge kit and the ploughs used up here,
especially up here are not anywhere near suitable. The bodies on them are nowhere near suitable
for the Cotswolds brash, or Cotswold ground or a lot of other ground and everywhere you go […]
so the push for ever more efficiency driven by people like whatever his name was at Cranfield
University, you know, again you're back to your ‘you must get big or get out’, so one man's got to
(have) a twelve furrow plough on a two or three hundred horsepower tractor, and open the
throttle up and beat the shit out of it. (Luke)

Mixed farmers tended to refer to the benefits that their farming provided for the soil, implicating pure
arable farms in soil decline:
We generate a lot of muck on the farm so as a mixed farm every time you turn a field over it has…
we incorporate about ten ton of muck to the acre whereas a pure arable farm doesn't have that
luxury of doing that. (Ben)

In the same vein, Joseph compares his formerly mixed dairy/arable system with the current pure
arable system:
I: Do you think soils are declining?
R: I think they are declining. Yes, I think they are definitely declining. But the pressure is there to…
I mean, I have got the experience of trying to farm fifty percent for the cows and fifty percent for
the arable and that was a wonderful balance. We have now got no livestock at all, so you’ve got
the humus breaking down.
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This specialisation and its threat to the soil health was a common topic, but Joseph’s incomplete
comment, ‘but the pressure is there to…’ suggests that there are external forces that push toward
this, despite the farmer’s knowledge that this impacts soil health. Elsewhere, Joseph describes how a
landlord whose land he farmed for decades refused any manuring or organic matter return to his
arable fields:
One of our share farms, I have been there thirty, probably thirty five years and the landlord refused
to have anything put back on the soil. No chicken muck because of the smell, no sewage and all
we were doing was taking and taking and taking. We couldn't even put the straw back in because
that had to be sold to keep the margin up…the share farmer had to have a margin and they just
didn't understand that, you know…and after thirty years the condition of the soil went down
dramatically and we had a very difficult time trying to plant it in the autumn because if the weather
broke you couldn't get in there and do it and now the landlord has started complaining that
margins aren't there and we have managed to persuade him now that we have got to put an awful
lot of humus back in. We’re not selling the straw, we’re chopping it up and putting it into the soil
and we’re buying a lot of the stuff… we’re actually getting chicken muck in and things like that
now. He has to put up with the smell ((laughs)) and it's improving, but it will take I would think ten
years to get it back again.

This implication of a passive landowner with a different set of ideas or values doing damage over time
to the land was also reflected in Luke’s account of new hobby farmers in his area, this time with
relation to oversimplified landscapes and the impact on habitat for above-ground biodiversity:
But we are also fixated by trying to beat the countryside into submission and I've got some
landowners on my doorstep, ex-solicitors and all sorts of people who own great chunks of land
now and it has to all be manicured… far more manicured to within an inch of its life than ever mine
are and they think they’re protecting it. There's one chap locally who came to walk up here and
he said ‘oh I went down through this gate, and I don't know whose land it is, but what a mess. The
timbers, the fallen over timber and it's all overgrown and you know terrible’, and I said ‘well, it’s
my nature reserve actually’.

He continues to explain the relevance of this, juxtaposing his own values and understanding of
ecosystems with those of the new sort of landowner he is describing:
Without the deadwood - we burn the firewood - but without the deadwood we've got no
invertebrates and without invertebrates to cut a long story short we’re not here, and you
manicuring your little bit of your fifty acres, you know topping it and topping it and topping it and
turning it into a lawn, there's nothing out there because you haven’t allowed anything to be there,
so nothing can go to flower.

I will now discuss some of the different types of responses to environmental problems associated with
farming, starting with moral responses as a category, then moving to responses that identify
opportunity and finally discussing others that suggest a fundamental and irreparable misalignment
between human and natural systems.
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Moral responses – balance and care
Balance
National concern about environmental issues led some farmers to feel that their profession is
threatened. Many of these expressed this in terms of the folly of exporting these problems and
bringing food in from overseas, as discussed in the food production section, above.
Patrick discusses the idea of ‘wilding’ in this country, responding to a high-profile case of a farm wilding
project, and also cites the issues with ‘off-shoring’:
Their way forward is to exclu-… is to really focus on the wildlife and produce very little food and I
know there is a big debate about this whether you intensify on your agricultural land which leaves
more land for wildlife or whether you try and splice farming and wildlife together and I would like
to think that splicing farming and wildlife together is the way forward, but it’s not, it’s not
straightforward […] so I think the Knepp project and wilding, I mean they've put a big fence up
around an area and have gone from one extreme and we definitely need a few more Knepps but
if everyone did that we would be off-shoring our food production to another country that would
be probably lower quality and all sorts of issues.

This explicit reference to land sharing and sparing as different strategies brings balance and the
associated ethical dilemmas into sharp focus. Also discussing the wilding question, Roy questions the
assumption that food production and an ecologically healthy countryside are mutually exclusive:
There's a way that farming can support nature and it's just finding that way […] although I think
there is far more scope to produce less intensive food, everything seems to have been pushed into
either highly intensive farming or somewhere like us and there's no sort of middle ground.

The notion of wilding seemed to be a sort of reference point, a familiar extreme following the
relatively recent release of Isabella Tree’s book Wilding (2018). On this topic, Sue commented that
she would like the National Trust to remember that they have farming tenants, not nature wardens.
This nuances the comments I quoted above about how she has recently started to reinterpret her role
as a farmer in terms of the balance of food production to other services.
Elsewhere, Roy again refers to balanced systems in the past which he has since seen polarise. He
described how farms have moved toward being either, on the one hand, environmental farms that
produce relatively low quantities of food for society but explicitly privilege conservation (this was the
path he viewed their own farm to be on, under the direction of their National Trust landlords), or on
the other hand large, simplified industrial dairies and arable farms, which produce food in volumes at
the expense of the environment. For him this is a lack of balance that can be addressed by having
mixed systems that produce arable crops. In response to the way arable farming has gone in the last
twenty or so years, since his own farm converted to organic, he states:
If I had to go back to farming for conventional cereals I reckon I could do a semi-organic, much
lower input system, but I don't really want to go there, but looking at that I can see how it’s
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marched on since I stopped doing the conventional farming and I should think that's why there’s
this real mismatch between us and all them farms that are still doing all this stuff, and it's sort of
one or the other and nowhere in between.

Luke likewise expressed his doubts at this tendency to push toward extremes, which he saw as a lack
of common sense or balance:
I think there's been a lot of damage done in retrospect of our advances, and we tend to get bigger.
You’ll see it in every form of society but we're talking about agriculture. Very, very blinkered view
and you see it in milk production, you know we have highly yielding cows that you get to the point
where they can't actually calve very well. We used to be the dairy header replacement rearers for
well-known people; and the burnout of the cows, I mean if they got a lactation and a half out of
half of them, they were doing well, and in actual fact it was nonsense, it didn't work, and they
packed up. But the consultant: 'we bought all this quota and we’re milking them three times a
day’ and it’s like ‘stand back, actually look at this’. You can have a cow that will do ten lactations,
and it might only produce half, but it works in the environment. The whole thing works together.
And you don’t… the problem is, people get very, very fixated, you know, they've all got to be living
outside all the time, or they’ve all got to lamb on top of this mountain by themselves without
anybody looking at them. Well, you know you can just mix and match, good for the livestock, good
for the soil, good for everything.

While some farmers favoured a split development approach in which some areas specialised in food
production while others became something closer to parkland, depending on the agricultural quality
of the land, many farmers’ stories agreed in ways with this notion of balance. Production-oriented
farmers expressed similar sentiments in a limited way. For example, Joseph laments the loss of the
‘wonderful balance’ provided by farming half for dairy cows and half for arable crops. Mixed farmers
such as Jack and Ben stressed how well their systems of manuring, or grass rotation and manuring
(respectively) works for maintaining soil and were extremely confident of their soil quality as a result.

Care
Another principle guiding the response of some farmers to the natural world is that of care for the
countryside. Luke especially emphasises care (admittedly without ever actually using the word
himself). He explains, with reference to big estates that he knows, how there is a level of neglect in
the countryside.
It’s not right, and there should be some context and some sort of requirement to employ more
people, or really maintain it. A lot of them…it's really fudged I’m afraid, as an agriculturalist type
you can see they pay lip service to requirements like you must top the set-aside. Well, they run
the topper over it a bit, it’s all hands off and how much money can we get in the bank. And my
local estate here, I know for a fact that he was buying flats in Knightsbridge with the single farm
payment. It’s not really what it was intended for. And the infrastructure of the British countryside’s
in disrepair. As someone who likes hedge laying and dry stone walling and likes the whole making
a living off the land so to speak - and I know I don't think big enough in modern terms - but then
no-one seems to take any pleasure in their estate anymore. You know, it wouldn't be so bad if
they were employing a team of people to maintain it and keep it all just so. I’m not saying
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manicured but there’s no fences in the next-door estate. You can't turn any animals out in it at all
round here because they've taken all them up and they don't want any of that.

Roy has similar concerns with the farming approach of the big estates, outsourcing the farming to big
contractors and focusing on cost saving and efficiency, with money as the ultimate objective; he sees
this leading to Roundup-ready monocultures at the expense of wildlife and ecosystems should that
become possible on EU Exit.
As demonstrated by the above quotes, among these farmers whose narrative stresses husbandry and
attentive care, this is often expressed through reference to other farmers and farming practice that
neglect these principles.
These farmers see the attitude and skills of the farmer as central to managing land in a balanced and
sensible way. Luke highlights how observation and effort can be effective in encouraging species2:
And you have to make the effort. I mean we have a swallow population, they don't like our barns
strangely, I don't know why. They nest locally but they use our yard and the fact that we've got
cattle and we’ve got flies, you know, that helps. And the mud in the yard… we don't have a
concrete yard, we have a run-off bit and we keep it wet because that's where they come and get
their nesting mud from, and so you know, you just have to make the effort.

Adam also describes how an attentive eye around the farmhouse and surrounding fields made him
aware of what resources he could provide for local nesting owls:
Around the garden, the sort of trees around the garden we get owls and sometimes they seem to
disappear for a while up to the farm buildings up the track and it suddenly dawned on me why the
owls move from here and the reason they were here is that we have sort of four or five inches of
old grass and they were hanging around for the mice I suppose and we made the silage but in the
fields by the shed up there it was still that sort of length and so the owls were up there but they've
moved back now and you’ll see them fly through the garden, tawny owls.

Factors affecting care – time, money and employees
Many farmers recognised the role of attention and care as stewards but point to constraints, time
being a major one. Alan describes how until recently he used to put Larsen traps out for magpies but
no longer finds the time. Joseph likewise compares the very limited time that his son has as the single
active farmer on 1000 acres of arable land compared with the time he himself had available to
maintain woodland as the principle farmer when he was younger. He also mentioned the greater
possibilities he enjoyed having a small team of employees that the former dairy was able to hire:

2

For contrast, it is useful to compare this with Eric’s approach. His vision and objectives lead him to evaluate the functioning
of a cattle yard very differently: ‘my attitude is if you’re doing something you’re going in and doing it properly’; ‘it was all
concreted, it was absolutely pristine […] what I’m trying to say is that it wasn’t just a little muckhole, you know what I mean?’.
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I: So it sounds like you are saying that there are constraints on farmers to maintain these kind of
things?
R: Yes, financial. And we don't employ. I mean when I did all this I had probably two or three
employees, mainly because we had the dairy unit but there did seem to be an awful lot more time
to do these sort of things.

Jack also discusses the benefits of having an operation that enables his family to employ skilled labour,
since it enables him to erect and maintain decent fences for his livestock on rented land without
contracting labour especially.
The principles of balance and care as the link between food production and ecosystems may have a
direct influence on practice and decisions, but this was articulated in largely philosophical or moral
terms. This is an important point of distinction from the next response to environmental issues, which
emphasises strategic response.

Pragmatic responses - the environment as an opportunity
We went through the metamorphosis in 2007 when we totally embraced HLS and Higher Tier
along with organic. I then said, we’re going to treat the environment as an enterprise alongside
our workshops and wedding venues, wheat, cattle, barley - and environment. And I thought the
only way we could do it properly was to treat it as an enterprise rather than just say it is a nice
want. (Keith)

Some farmers had the tendency to respond to the problems by approaching them as an opportunity.
Instead of a normative emphasis on balance or care, their response to environmental decline hinges
around the opportunities presented by societal concern and preferences. This pointed toward a
balancing of food production and environmental priorities, but the balance was distinct in how
entrepreneurial rather than normative motivations guided it. For example, Ed’s view was that farming
is an important solution to climate change and needs to be viewed and funded as such by DEFRA and
the Treasury. The potential of farming to be recognised and remunerated as part of solutions causes
him to prefer the term 'regenerative’ to ‘sustainable’:
From a marketing and selling point of view, why would you just want to sustain something, why
can't you improve it? So I really now like the term regenerative, because you're doing something
good.

Two key ways of approaching the environment as opportunity were apparent in the farmer accounts.
Firstly, through the capture of public payments, and secondly through the marketing of products as
ecologically sound or healthy. Importantly, these are not mutually exclusive but rather potentially
synergistic strategies.
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The first of these, the capture of public payments, came up with reference to ecological baselines,
indicators and monitoring. As Keith’s take on this suggests, this has to do with communicating the
work done:
What I wish we’d done was to have done a total ecological survey before we started, because I've
got no idea whether… I mean we can say the birds and the bees and the butterflies love it, but we
don't actually have a baseline to say it’s got… […] I think to have some measure of measuring the
improvements of these elements would be really helpful because you can say to yourself and to
others, ‘look, we've gone from here to there’.

This likely fits with his belief that ‘if we’re doing public goods it has to be accepted that we’re allowed
to make a profit out of it’; the enthusiasm he shows toward formal ecology and indicators represents
a way to understand the farm ecologically, but also a language that can secure an income stream for
environmental public goods.
Both Keith and Ed recognise the role of such a language in accounting for public payments. As Ed put
it when asked about what kind of indicators he thinks would have been valuable to monitor from their
conventional farming through the transition to organic up to now:
Well, a baseline, I think should consist of…well, the term biodiversity is quite misconstrued and
can be quite complicated. I think the public want to see tangible results. I think personally on farm,
we should be recording birds, our arable plants, our pollinators, whether you then get into social
aspects and education, that’s something separate. But I think we should be recording certainly
those elements to get an idea of how we progress going forward in the next five or ten years.

This notion of tangible results to justify receipt of payments for ecological services from the public
purse links to (and perhaps even feeds into) a second economic opportunity: the ability to
demonstrate and communicate benefits of certain practices to achieve differentiation in markets for
a higher margin on product, as explained by Patrick here (in this case while reducing costs):
What I am hoping and we are not really there yet, but we are working on it is that the value of
pasture fed meat, hundred percent pasture fed meat, will be more than standard beef and so
therefore actually… and also you’ve got huge cost savings because you're not buying feed, less
inputs, so again it is looking at the margin.

A further reason for the importance of formal ecological monitoring is ‘ecological literacy’ (Patrick) or
being ‘interested in what is happening’ (Keith); as shown by Patrick above, this is a tool to cut costs or
improve productivity in pasture based systems, and to be able to make informed decisions about
complex trade-offs that depend on management decisions (emphasised by Patrick).
This perspective brings the ecological functioning of a range of organisms into the sphere of farming,
and aims to mobilise knowledge to produce a range of marketable ‘goods’. There appear to be a suite
of synergistic objectives that were emphasised to different extents by different farmers, but all were
touched on to some extent by the pasture-based livestock farmers.
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Pessimistic responses - ‘not good bedfellows’
Basically conservation… everyone likes to think and says it goes together with farming but
generally speaking food production and conservation are not good bedfellows. And we do a lot of
conservation work here, as I say we planted hedges and dug ponds and that in odd corners but
basically commodity food production, which is what we all have to do or most of us have to do,
wildlife has to take a second seat I’m afraid, the environment…well not the environment
particularly, but wildlife is the difficult one because we've got these curlews which have got this
campaign on to try and increase them, and vast resources and energy going in but it’s probably a
lost cause because unless you take the whole system and we've obviously altered the balance of
nature a lot. (Robert)

A different basic viewpoint, which seemed to be expressed by a small minority of farmers, is that
farming and the natural world are not really compatible. Robert, for example, discussed food
production and conservation as antagonistic priorities a number of times. As discussed previously, his
narrative was dominated by two ideas: that there is an imperative to produce large quantities of food
to meet a global shortfall; and that farmers must be looking to increase scale because that is the only
way to survive, short of going into niche markets, which are by definition small diversions from the
main activity of commodity production. Conservation as an integrated activity does not fit this frame
well.
We've been probably quite brutal to the flora and fauna of the place but it’s still pretty good I
think. We've still got curlews and a lot of the wildflowers and things, but silage making with the
dairy unit caused a lot of trouble with… you know, we had a lot of hares and we still have got a
few but… so I admit that we have damaged the nature of the farm really. (Joseph)

Joseph also farms along the river and is retired from farm work itself yet is still very involved in
consulting with his son. He describes the decline of wildlife with regret and sadness, yet when I ask
him whether farming today is where it should be, he replies: ‘it’s got to be. It’s got to go and get more
intensive I think’. Previously when I asked him what he thought of farmers producing higher value
food less intensively as a strategy, he told me, ‘I agree with it entirely, but no way are we going to
produce enough if the population keeps going up’. Both he and George reflect on the removal of
hedges in the past for greater machinery access for efficiency: they agree that it was necessary since
their farming could not be (globally) competitive without these changes even though both seemed
highly concerned that the large machinery and intensive cropping are seriously degrading soils. Along
with other farmers, precision farming and direct drilling stand as opportunities to continue along that
path but to be kinder to soils.
This perspective, therefore, acknowledges and pays attention to the decline in soil or wildlife, but is
limited in its ability to see ways through the continuation of those negative processes, principally due
to economic and food security imperatives: farmers are not seen as serious innovators within the
economic or food system nor as able to overcome systemic issues with competitive commodity
production. This permeates the narrative with an ecological pessimism and stresses the locked-in
nature of the path.
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Whole societal responsibility
Luke especially (but not uniquely) considers that the whole of society needs to take responsibility for
ecological decline and refers to himself simply as ‘the man at the coalface’. Responding to the
implication of animal farming in climate change in recent scientific and public discourse, he and
numerous others point to shared responsibility through consumption-oriented lifestyles and societywide use of motor vehicles, and other polluting technologies.

Agro-ecological issues as symptom, not cause
George takes a broad societal perspective to ecological decline:
The thing that I'm absolutely convinced of is that the interests of the global environment and
ecosystem are diametrically opposed to the interests of the global economy and if you sustain the
environmental interests almost by definition that will reduce consumption and reducing
consumption will knock the economy sideways. And there ain't a way out.

He emphasises a locked in process whereby people have a deep desire to consume ever more at the
expense of natural systems, and the general public have moved irreversibly away from engagement
with farming. He likens these two as unstoppable cultural phenomena. His arguments are relevant
because they situate agriculture inside of a broader and deeper societal pattern that has gone beyond
a point where balance can be re-found. This is a marked distinction from Ed’s perspective on
regenerative agriculture, above, which sees farming as a potential solution to broader problems.
Again, bringing a global perspective, George points out the trade-off between local ecological diversity
and health, and carbon footprint:
I can first remember when the farming pattern was much more mixed. We grew much less
productive crops and we didn't protect them nearly as well then… well, the ecosystem was better.

Yet he points out elsewhere that ‘if you don’t protect the crops then you raise the carbon footprint of
the production’. The reference to carbon emissions as a serious additional consideration, together
with the problems of ‘ever larger populations, human populations with ever higher aspirations for
standard of living’ serve not only to lock us into a particular path, but also greatly problematise the
notion that we can find balance in our farming systems.

Countryside management changes
As described above, many farmers admit that farming practices have caused issues for wildlife,
especially ground-nesting birds, but question whether farming is the sole culprit, pointing at wider
changes in countryside management, and most especially the rise of predators and the protection
afforded these by laws, such that rural people no longer control the ecosystems through predator
control. The reference to this was at times sore, perhaps representing a loss of control over the
countryside, as well as a loss of independence.
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Growing awareness: seeing the benefits
There’s a lot of farmers who are sort of waking up to the pleasure that’s had out of seeing part of
their farms or you know actually realising that nature and bees and the birds, you know because I
think there’s quite a bit of ‘oh, you don't want to worry about that like, that’s to be beaten up’,
but there is quite quietly a gang of people out there who because they put the wildflower margin
in, ‘actually oh we've actually got all these birds out there’. (Luke)

As suggested by Luke, above, a number of farmers described a growing interest in nature as a result
of engaging with agri-environmental schemes.
It’s just more complicated, more hassle, more work for financially the same or less outcome but
in your head you think ‘it's worth it because I'm doing something for the environment’. But that is
the way I think. I think a lot of people don't think like that. But I see the benefits across our farm.
The diversity, and I don't know if I notice it more now but regularly seeing little egrets, we've got
yellowhammers, owls, we've got roe deer and muntjac that definitely ten years ago we didn’t have
on the farm. We would like every now and again but they’re regularly here now. (Alex)

Alex asserts elsewhere that that he thinks the farm would be more profitable without the mid-tier
scheme, but attaches value to this extra dimension of farm management. Elsewhere Roy and Sue, and
Adam express how they hope the incentives and compensations for enhancing the agri-environment
can continue, suggesting that this is part of their conceptualisation of what farming is for them: ‘you
don't spend twenty or thirty years now being in environmental schemes just to walk away from it at
the end of the day’ (Sue).

Summary
The recognition of ecological decline was not even among the participants. Perhaps the most
widespread idea was that farming and nature ‘go hand-in-hand’, suggesting that farming objectives
are not in conflict with nature. This, together with images that stressed the coevolution of farming
and the landscape (i.e. conflation of ‘countryside with ‘nature’), lent itself to non-systemic
explanations of ecological issues. When questioned specifically and directly, these farmers generally
acknowledged farming-related environmental issues; in cases this linked to the idea that these are
odd cases of bad practice, and that complying with regulations guarantees ecological protection.
Among farmers who saw serious issues with the relationship between farming and natural systems,
different categories of responses could be discerned: moral, opportunistic and a third category that
sees decline as inevitable. Moral responses emphasised firstly balance between production objectives
and stewardship in farming approach, and secondly attentiveness and care. These farmers were
critical of approaches to farming that deviated from these principles. Other responses were more
forward-looking, tending to focus on solutions to ecological issues through farming. The broad
strategy was to synergise food production (a private good for the market) with ecological benefit (as
a public good) to increase margins on their operations. The final category relates to those farmers
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who, as seen in the previous section, prioritise food production, and who see ecological and social
goals as fundamentally misaligned. While many farmers believed that farming was contributing to
declining ecological health, many also thought that farming’s role in this is overemphasised: a few
were clear that farming is not separate from society but rather part of it and sanctioned by wider
society; moreover, most members of society have made choices that contribute to ecological harm
and are therefore implicated. Finally, the data indicate that involvement in agri-environment schemes
had sensitised some farmers to the natural environment, and involvement in these now entailed part
of their idea of good farming and a valued part of their practice.
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PART 4. PUBLIC RELATIONS
This section will describe issues around how farming relates to society and how it is seen by the public.
The latter was a common theme. Sue expressed a fairly generalised feeling that the current time is
particularly critical in terms of how farming is perceived: ‘undoubtedly we’re under the microscope
now and people are looking at what we’re doing’.

A society-wide culture shift: a rift between farmers and the public
It's just a whole culture has moved away from… people are urban-based. (George)

Underlying much of what farmers said about public relations, and important to how many of the
farmers contextualised their relations with society was the idea of a rift between farmers and an
increasingly urban society.
This was expressed vaguely as a whole societal trend, as with George’s quote above, and also in terms
of more concrete rural population and culture shifts. For example, Eric and Sarah described how they
left their previous farm (in a neighbouring county) for the current one because of complaints and
hostility from the commuting newcomer fraction of the village who had different expectations and
attitudes to where they live. Joseph describes how over his lifetime a local population that was
genuinely rural and steeped in rural life has changed, referring to the lack of understanding or respect
that he now perceives:
R: Our neighbouring village has doubled in numbers in the last forty years. And we get people
coming in their cars to walk their dogs and they don't understand farming and they don't stay to
the footpaths, and they are just ignorant of what…to respect the place and they don't respect the
countryside that much except that they like walking in it probably, but they don't understand how
to respect it.
I: Do you think that's something that has changed over the years? Have you noticed a change?
R: Oh yes. This is a very rural area and still is but in my very young days the whole village worked
on the farms, on the land or on the roads locally and understood the countryside so much more.
And now we are getting people who come in who are back from work at three or four o’clock in
the afternoon and have got no knowledge about the farming and things so it is a problem. It’s not
their fault, it's just what's happening really.

As suggested above in Joseph’s comments about dog walkers in the landscape not understanding how
to respect the farm, a number of farmers told me similar stories illustrating the lack of respect for
farming among the non-farming population:
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My son pulled up someone the other day whose dog was roaming the countryside and said ‘could
you keep the dog on a lead?’. Anyway, he has had social trolling in the village community, you
know, ‘the bastard wants…’. (Keith)

Others describe abuse in the countryside by fly tippers (Luke), people driving around on crop fields
(Luke), and abusing facilities (Eric and Sarah). I felt that these were examples used to describe a
malfunctioning relationship between people in society and what Luke called ‘a food making area that
we all have responsibility for’: a fundamental breakdown of what should be a shared operation. Along
with others, he referred to the diminished value and respect for food, describing his recent
observations in his local chip shop of plates going back and ‘every plate had a potato’s worth of chips
on and a bit of fish’.
The farmer accounts give insight into two relevant and linked processes: the shift away from culturally
‘rural’ populations in the countryside drawing income from traditional rural activities, as described,
and the expansion and industrialisation of many of their own farms. For example, Joseph’s recollection
of rural life in which most of the village was employed on farms and roads sharply contrasts how he
describes his farm’s management now: ‘the total acreage now on the arable side is getting towards
about a thousand acres which my son does pretty well single-handedly’. Eric and Sarah’s example
above of serious issues with the local residents occurred as they expanded their farm and its machines.
Similarly, Robert describes the growth of his farm over the last century and a half:
My great grandfather bought it about 1850 and we've been here since. But there was only about
fifty acres then, and as little farms have given up… I mean along this road, our farm consists of
about six small farms, you know ten, twenty, thirty, forty acres and as they’ve retired and the
houses got separated, we’ve managed to buy the land, so we have about the three hundred which
is owned at the moment.

Farms like his have got larger, having expanded into the neighbouring farmland. The result from the
accounts of these rural change processes has been less farms, less farmers, much lower farm labour
and less truly rural people in the villages. From this perspective, farm expansion has not been a simple
case of ‘winning’ for those who have survived in farming; rather, this consolidation process has been
a factor in the rift between farmers and the broader population, as well as the breakdown in
connection between farmers and villagers, and the isolation for those farmers left3.
This process of rift manifests in a general ignorance among non-farmers about farming issues, as
mentioned by many participants, for example in Luke’s reports of a lack of knowledge of food and
farming even among people who live in the countryside:
My youngest daughter has got some friends who she went through school with. Only last week
we were laughing and saying that two of them asked where butter actually came from. And you
can't believe it can you? You just cannot cannot comprehend that.

3

However, on the subject of isolation note that the participants’ accounts mostly suggested they are well connected with
other farmers inside of a regional farming community.
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Vulnerability
This lack of understanding and education about food and farming manifested in very generalised
participant concerns about the vulnerability of their reputation. As Joseph explains: ‘farmers have got
a bad reputation. A lot of it is ignorance, I think they don’t understand’.
This concern for reputation, and sensitivity to the gulf between farmer and more general public
perceptions, was evident in the way a few farmers were keen to gauge my views and approach before
speaking freely. Chris and Robert were keen to understand how I approach food and diet before
discussing these. Chris also checked my views on the badger culls, showing awareness of the
controversy, and Steve showed similar awareness when discussing the use of agricultural chemicals.
This sense of vulnerability seems to be the result of a number of elements according to the accounts:
background contextual elements that have already been discussed are the general public ignorance
of farming and food production, and the growing cultural gulf (or at times clash) between farmers and
the broader populations, even in the countryside, such that farmers are relatively isolated. Other
factors contributing to this from the accounts include: firstly, the prominence of critical voices and the
relative lack of voice that they feel they themselves have to communicate; secondly, the indirect
nature of most farmer-public relations, and the largely mediatised nature of information around
farming. Directness of public relations will be discussed below with reference to some of the farmer’s
more positive, proactive ways to communicate and engage their local community. The prominence in
the mass media of certain critical voices was evident in many of the accounts, demonstrating the keen
awareness of many participants of the tone of discourse around farming and a sense of powerlessness
to address this:
So we’re, you know we’re easy prey to the environmental lobby who are vocally very able and
they have the press at their… and it doesn’t matter which…you know as well as I do over the years,
if it sells newspapers that's the angle that someone’s gonna shout at for a moment […] you've got
the Monbiots of the world are very very good, you know vocally able so to speak and arguing their
point but it’s miles away from…he doesn't sell his newspaper if he isn't calling a sheep a woolly
maggot. (Luke)
It all comes back to the science and is the science is to be trusted. There's a lot of science that may
be trusted by farmers but isn’t trusted by Chris Packham for instance, whose access to the public
ear is an awful lot greater than ours is. (George)

George’s concerns about Chris Packham’s public voice links directly to his concern about a generalised
ignorance through society about rural issues:
A lot of this comes back to education and really you cannot expect the public to have a balanced
view on these issues when they've got no idea of the background of farming and the countryside
themselves at all and what's worse than that is that all these people who are being taught nothing
in school include people who move onwards to being teachers, politicians, and media and they've
just got no background from school, so they're not likely to get the right version of it.
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Along with other participants he is also concerned that policy makers are not informed or experienced
in rural or agricultural issues:
It’s one of my big troubles really that so much of the political direction comes from people who
really don't have any farming or rural background, and who respond to the people who shout
loudest, which tends not to be the farmers and you get things being led by public and media figures
firing off on their own and getting the backing of various groupings, representational people, bird
society, wildlife. (George)

Robert feels similarly:
It’s these people, campaigners, and they just do get the ear of government ((inaudible)) but they
are articulate, but they only tell half the story.

Luke and Robert both mention politicians deliberately scapegoating farmers for environmental issues:
So I think you need to get back to the education bit again and I think there’s been an element of
various politicians in the past have done quite a good job of making mileage out of an us-andthem type scenario. You know, ‘farmers are despoiling the countryside’ or ‘we must rein them in’,
you know smoke and mirrors type thing really. (Luke)

These concerns relate to public relations at a national, mass-media level such as National Farmers’
Union representation of the farming community; a number of interesting examples of managing public
relations at a local level will be developed below.

Public money and farming
‘Public money for public goods’ was a focal point of many of the interviews, partly because of the
interview design used in the earlier interviews, but elsewhere because this was on farmers’ minds and
they brought it up. Importantly, amid reputation concerns, many farmers saw public funding models
as relevant to how as farmers they relate to the wider populace.
Farmer accounts reflected different attitudes toward public money. As mentioned above in relation
to the squeeze on agriculture, the basic payment was regarded by many farmers as their profit margin;
yet how the subsidies fit their ideas about farming and markets varied. It will be useful to roughly
sketch only the most salient and relevant ideas around this, before considering how this related to
public relations.
Some seemed to regard public subsidies as justified, although only George offered an explicit
argument for this:
I think the area support we’ve had to a large extent is justified by the anti-competitive nature of
our production controls. We can't grow GM, in meat we can't use hormones, which I personally
have got no problem with using hormones, but I have got a problem with refraining from using
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them and then having to compete with people who do use them. I've got a real problem with that,
and so I think we need to tie into the system a level of direct support, which can make our farming
just a bit competitive, financially competitive.

For others, subsidies were an affront to their ideas. A number considered the subsidies to be market
distorting, or a way for government to manipulate and control farming, which in Sarah’s opinion also
led to the growing of crops irrespective of the ecological suitability:
You know, interference has messed up farming. In many respects these payments have actually…
are the cause of our problems. If we’d never had the payments, we would have continued growing
crops which were suitable for the area, but the government are using payments to manipulate
farming. And now they’ve got all the information I don’t think it will ever change. They just know
everything about us, practically every blade of grass.

As reflected above, a number of participants suggested that they saw subsidies as the driving change
in farming, at the expense of farmer independence; for example Ed: ‘there’s this stigma with farmers
at the moment, and I think it has been for the last twenty or thirty years where you get paid a subsidy
so that you do as you're told, and that’s gonna shift’. Other farmers thought that as business owners
the subsidies harmed their credibility:
It’s very hard to sit there in meeting or a group of friends or whatever in the pub and everyone is
telling you about their businesses and every time you say anything they go ‘well, yeah, but you get
loads of money from the government’. (Dave)

Participants saw the relevance of public subsidies to public relations and reputation, regardless of
whether they supported or objected to these. Public money for public goods was discussed as a
positive PR development. Alex believed that a farm like his provides the public with value for their
money already through public access and habitat provision by virtue of the kind of land they have and
the rules of cross-compliance: he suggested that this funding-mediated relationship with the public
requires a rebranding since exiting the EU will make the public-farmer funding relationship more direct
and call into question the way public money is distributed. This rebranding, he believed, was the basic
purpose of ‘public money for public goods’:
The only way it’s ever going to get through public perception from Government saying ‘we want
to give this amount of money to agriculture; it’s for public goods’ is the only way we’re going to
get it through because it’s taxpayers’ money that is going back to the taxpayer through things that
farmers are doing which we probably already do.

Dave was sceptical of subsidies generally but considered ‘public money for public goods’ as at least a
public relations opportunity to counter some strong criticism in the public domain:
The government always has a problem to justify giving money to farmers and you’re always
reading about in the papers, about farmers getting all these tens of thousands or hundreds of
thousands of pounds and driving round in Range Rovers and this that and the other, polluting the
countryside. It’s not quite as simple as that but that’s the thing the press like to make of it. But at
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least if you could see that they were doing something good for the environment and taking money
then people might be able to take that and sell it a bit better.

Accountability
I can take you to farmers that have owned the farm for many generations. They pick up the single
farm payment and they don't give a damn. That’s wrong. And why should the consumer pay it?
(Daniel)

Like Daniel, many farmers were critical of some land owners’ attitude toward the basic payment, and
the lack of accountability in the system that allows this to happen and to harm the reputation of
farmers.
I think if public money’s going into farming I think the public have got to be able to see what we've
done. I don't mean the invasion of the public on the farms, because I don't think that would go
down very well but they need to know where it’s gone on the farm, you know in hedgerows, more
woodland and that sort of thing and re-creation of ponds. (Adam)

Adam highlights here the requirement for this accountability in order to maintain good public
relations, recognising receipt of public money as an important linkage between farmers and broader
society.
Some farmers saw more general and open dialogue on the direction of farming as another avenue for
meaningful discussion between farmers and the public. The idea that farmers have an unacceptable
image formed a backdrop for some to consider how a more acceptable way forward could be forged.
For example, both Jack and Daniel seemed to consider that the public are a relevant stakeholder in
how farming operates. Daniel discusses adapting how he farms and manages the landscape aesthetics
in line with what the public want to see:
They like to drive down the country lane and see what they think they should see, not what you
think they should see. And you have to start putting things on your farm that may attract them
there.

Jack was sensitive to farming’s poor reputation, and highlighted the need for discussion rather than
kneejerk reactions to certain farming practices: ‘you know, it's a discussion as opposed to, “Oh, no, I
am not happy about this so you need to stop doing that”. Let's work together and come to a realistic
outcome’.
Referring back to the notion of a public that have limited understanding of farming, the idea of the
public having a voice in defining the landscape expectedly finds some tension in farmer narratives.
Jack illustrates this with reference to the relevantly recent and very visible rise of veganism in the UK
and the questions over the role of animals in our food system and landscape.
Someone who is vegan, and I've got nothing against the veganism if that is a term. If they say to
you ‘we need to stop all animal farming’, it’s like ‘okay, I take your point’. How do we do that so
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that doesn't… how practically do we do that without messing up other ecosystems? Because the
reason the grass fields around here look as they do is because of animal farming, so we take the
animals out, what will they look like? What would they go to? How would the farmer… do they
expect the landowner just to maintain them, but for what… that's going to cost them money. They
think landowners just get paid, but actually it does cost money to maintain. (Jack)

He seems doubtful in general that members of the non-farming public have the knowledge to
understand the issues or clear objectives from a landscape perspective:
The public need to ask themselves how do they want their countryside to look? […] Do the public
want to see nice grass fields with footpaths so they can walk their dog in and let them off for a
run, or does it not matter if it is, dare I say, untidy scrubland. (Jack)

Public relevance as consumers
As mentioned in the section on food production, above, Ben did not see it as a responsibility to
produce food since ‘the link between producer and consumer is not there’; this suggests that the
nature of a farmer’s market relations may play a major role in self-identity.
Some farmers saw consumers to be very relevant to public relations and the reputation of farming.
There were examples of this idea at a vague, national scale, but at a local level these arguments were
stronger. For example, Rachel thinks that the fact that local people can see her cattle in the fields and
view her farming positively gives her a strong local market for beef. Daniel’s enthusiasm for what he
sees as an ever-more engaged and exacting consumer base is informed by his experience selling free
range eggs and turkeys direct from the farm:
R: Gone are the days with when we were so isolated that we didn't even know where the stuff
went. Now I know where my produce here goes. We sell a lot on the gate, and they are very keen
to see the birds or see how you produce it
I: People come and ask do they?
R: Yeah, or they come and see the Christmas turkey
I: Do you think it's like a quality control, or do you think they're interested to see how things
happen?
R: No, people are more interested. Gone are the days, I dunno, I watch society and I think this is
marvellous. If you were to watch to television twenty-five years ago it was all about having houses
wasn't it, and building. Grand Designs, things like this, and how to make profit, keep buying
houses. People have moved on from that now. It is so much…Countryfile, you’ve got food
programs, how do they do that? How do they make that? Where does that come from?

These examples of local-scale markets show how an individual farmer’s reputation and market can be
made or harmed by their approach and practices. Daniel’s example of customers coming to check
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their live turkey order describes a more dynamic, communicative relationship than more distant
market relations, and opens the door to more direct ways for farmers to manage their public relations,
as I shall discuss again, below.

Bridging the gulf - stories of public engagement
Above, in this section, I reported Keith’s story about his son’s issues with trolling on social media
following a confrontation with a local resident allowing their dog loose on the farm. He continues:
However, luckily the following week, last Monday was the local Parish AGM so he went and
unfortunately the people attending are never going to be the people objecting and walking their
dogs irresponsibly. However, he did a very good presentation to the Parish Council, and they said
how amazing, we hadn't realised what you are doing on your farm. So getting buy in from the local
community to achieve this is really important. They are paying for this, it is their money, well their
taxes that are… through the agri-environment schemes. So they need to understand why these
field margins are there, and that if the dog chases every bunny or hare through it, it may be fun
for Fido but it’s not brilliant for what we are trying to achieve. (Keith)

Here he points to the effectiveness of direct engagement with the local community as a way of
increasing understanding between farmers and non-farmers. In order for them to understand why
certain codes of conduct exist in public access areas of farms, it is important for them to understand
what the farmer’s objectives are, and in this case it includes objectives ultimately paid for by them.
Roy and Sue likewise discuss the power of meeting people in person:
The open farm Sunday yesterday got a lot of people who live quite locally and they wouldn't have
had a clue about these wildlife strips and things we are doing but when you take them round and
show them it's like ‘oh, we didn't know you were doing that’ so a lot of stuff you're doing isn't
really seen by anybody and it's only when you have something like that that you can actually
physically take them round that. (Roy)

They go on to describe a member of the public’s interest and amazement at what their conservation
work actually entails:
Another thing that is quite interesting is that people don't have - and why would they because
they're not involved with it - they have no conception of the costs involved in doing this. One
woman said, ‘so, what do you do, do you just go and sprinkle a few handfuls of wildflower seed’,
and I said ‘no, a lorry turned up with it and it was thirty grand’s worth of seed and we were having
kittens as to whether this stuff was going to germinate’. Yes, we would get reimbursed through
the ELS scheme but we had to pay for it first and you only get one go. And she went ‘thirty grand?’,
‘Yes’, ‘Really, for wildflowers?’ ‘Yes’. And she was absolutely blown away by that and said she
hadn't realised the investment, not just the emotional and physical investment but also the
financial investment if you want, like, for want of a better term, in doing the right thing. (Sue)
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As seen above, Roy highlighted the usefulness of an event to physically bring people onto the farm
into direct contact with the farmers. Daniel, perhaps drawing on his experience of direct marketing
from the farm itself, likewise seems to consider the farm a concrete site of useful communication,
with the potential to overcome isolation and lack of accountability that he sees as increasingly
redundant problems. Referring to tensions over the public funding of farming (discussed above) he
comments: ‘Yes, we are paid but come to my farm and see’. Elsewhere he uses the same image to
address issues between farmers and consumers:
If you want to know how your peas are grown, you can find out. And you can be on a farm just like
that, and the farmer… most farmers would welcome you on the farm these days because they
have to make sure that there is some selling to the public. Years ago it was ‘what are you doing on
my land? Get off’.

Jack is a large-scale arable farmer looking to use a side-enterprise to improve public relations. He
mentioned the frustrations of trying to communicate about farming issues on social media: ‘I deleted
Facebook off my phone because I don’t like wading in, you get people behind the keyboard and they’re
so angry, you know, they’re passionate I should say’. He is now taking over the running of the farm
shop specifically as a way to directly engage with customers about what they do and address
reputation concerns. He explained to me why he agreed to the interview despite a very busy schedule:
‘I'm a huge believer in educating the public on - and expressing my views on - what we do’.
It is interesting to note how the more optimistic accounts of the relationship of farming to the public
came from those who described the ways they had explored to engage and communicate. This
seemed to link to the greater measure of control these farmers enjoyed over their image, and perhaps
the experience of positive interactions helped to counterbalance the pervasive negative media
messages that most felt keenly. Direct marketing and the use of the farm environment as a site of
information and exchange appears to have opened up opportunities for novel activities that combined
informing members of the public and exposing them to the farm agri-environment, marketing
products, and running side ventures.
Patrick’s account reveals the most striking examples of these innovative combinations. He described
how his farm have been running a series of successful wildlife walks, both free and ticketed, including
Sunday dawn chorus walks. These utilise an online booking system, and market products for sale at
the farm gate. He also explains that the idea of their small glamping enterprise is to use the farm as
context and ‘market the natural environment’ alongside the farm’s products, in order to ‘splice
everything together’. A further example from Patrick’s account linked customers and local residents
explicitly with stewardship through a successful crowdfunding initiative to fund wild bird seed mixes
while engaging local people and customers in the farm’s work:
What we did was we sold it as buy-your-own…we sold it in two hundred and fifty metre plots and
so the deal was you got to sponsor a plot, you got a packet of your own seed for your own garden
to grow your own one and then you got an exclusive farm visit for those customers and it went
down really well. We tried a few corporate ones and we got a couple of corporate…sort of local
businesses, so our vet sponsored one and we got a cleaning company sponsored one because the
owner of the company was really into birdwatching, so that was interesting. So we are having a
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think about how we do more of that but it was way more profitable than HLS or environmental
stewardship. But also you have to do more in terms of customer interaction, and it also worked
really well with the turkey sales. So we targeted it at the turkey customers and yeah they liked
that. People bought them as presents for people. So you got a little certificate and we called it the
yellowhammer project. The focus was trying to get yellowhammers and we went from our highest
count before we did it was fifteen, and then last winter we had up to a hundred and fifty to three
hundred at some points, so it works, you know, you can do it.

These ways of connecting people to the farm are highly relevant because they promote sensitivity to
markets and to customer concerns, the ability to adapt or learn from feedback, and an ability to
actually influence their market and perform human-scale PR. One of the most striking contrasts
between farmers was the different responses they had to the public relations crisis of farming, which
the interviews as a whole confirmed as a serious issue in farmers’ minds. Engagement with the public
was closely linked to an optimistic perception of avenues farmers can take, while more isolated
farmers (e.g. commodity producers with no ‘outreach’ operations) tended toward a sense of
frustration on these issues. As Patrick puts it: ‘I guess I would feel more vulnerable if I was part of… if
I was running a huge feedlot using huge amounts of fossil fuel to buy in grain that had all been grown
with artificial fertilisers. And I think being in that commodity space, I don't think is going to get any
easier, I think it’s going to get harder’.

Summary
Farmers described a broad culture and knowledge rift between themselves and the general
population, which has resulted in the public not understanding or relating to rural life or farming, even
those who live in the countryside. Many farmers described how this, combined with their lack of voice
(especially where direct communication with local people was lacking) translated into a sense of
vulnerability to the mass media, where they felt that hostile voices dominated the discourse around
the countryside. The receipt of public money was widely understood to be very relevant to the
relationship between farming and wider society, with many concerned that the subsidy system up
until now has damaged farmer reputations; this was reflected in a generally welcoming attitude to the
changes proposed under the ‘public money for public goods’ principle. A strong difference in attitude
toward - and perception of - the public was evident between those who had channels of local
engagement and those that didn’t. This was seen to be a hopeful avenue among these farmers, since
they linked this with having more control over their public relations, and were able to inform members
of the public about ‘public good’ elements of the farm that had been previously obscure. In this way,
direct engagement opened up opportunities for some novel ways to engage the public in mutually
beneficial ways useful for closing the gulf between farmers and their local communities.

Chapter conclusion
Across the four dimensions a range of different ideas, perspectives and reference points have been
described. Organising analysis along these dimensions has allowed for useful comparisons in how
farmers conceptualise farming relative to these broad, relevant spheres. This chapter has kept fairly
close to the data, and has presented information based on the relevance to my research objective,
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but also based on the salience of certain ideas in the narrative, meaning that it has hopefully
represented farmer concerns as well as analyse the construction of their sense of identity. The
descriptions in this chapter suggests a few different approaches to farming. The next chapter will leave
the direct data, focussing more on the patterns in the dataset to describe broad and abstract - yet
distinct - positions and develop these theoretically. This will entail dissolving the artificial divide
between issues of business, food production, nature and the public, and seeing how positions on these
work together to constitute a distinctive approach to farming.
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Chapter 5: Farming approaches
Having thematically presented the key and salient data from the interviews, this chapter will build on
my description of these accounts to suggest deeper trends in the data, advancing a more abstract
interpretation of the diverse dataset. The previous chapter described narratives and positioning
around a range of issues; this chapter will build on this to further my research aim by exploring
patterns in the way farming is approached. I aim to describe abstract categories crystallised from the
data that characterise farmer approaches to farming and land management - building on the
framework of relations to business, food, the environment and the public. This will take the findings
beyond a selective description of the participant perspectives, attitudes, motivations and concerns. I
begin with a discussion on the concept of approach that will nuance the findings to follow.

Conceptualising approach
In everyday language, approach describes a general way of going about something or operating; it
does not relate to specific details or elements of practice. It can be understood through comparison
with strategy. Strategy may be understood as a plan or intention that flows logically from - and is
therefore continuous with - goals; approach may be seen to sit at a higher level and describes a way
of operating that flows from or is continuous with worldview, perception and norms. It is therefore
more fundamental yet more diffuse than strategy. In this chapter, I describe different orientations
toward farming, with their mental and practical dimensions, and I will refer to these as approaches.
In the methodology chapter (Chapter 3) I describe how I identified approaches. Now that the findings
are more familiar, it will be useful to supplement this by elaborating on the conceptualisation of
approach. My brief discussion of typologies in relation to my theoretical framework (Chapter 2)
complements this with theoretical comments on understanding and categorising diversity.
The approaches are derived from observations on different farmer narrative frameworks and practical
trajectory, and the patterns of similarity and difference between these accounts. An approach does
not describe an individual farmer, but is an abstract category describing trends: although some
farmers may be exemplary of an approach, approaches are simply a way of labelling the distinct
‘tracks’ that reflect the key cultural and practical distinctions between participants. Farmers indeed
often displayed aspects of two or more approaches. Similarly, how a farm appears to function at one
point in time should not be confused with an approach, since a static snapshot of the current
functioning of a farm may miss the direction and intention of the farmer: in some cases different
farmers described farm operations that appeared in ways similar at the time - yet their perceptions,
ideas and motivations were leading them in different directions.
While an approach combines perception, ideas, attitudes and practice, and thus cannot be easily
pointed to in the data, each approach can be characterised with reference to a dominant idea
identified - a core idea that implicitly or explicitly functions to organise the farmer’s approach to
farming (see column 1, table 1). These can be seen as the key, central commitments of different
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approaches to farming: the core ideas that frame perception. Each of these core ideas had linked or
component ideas, or resulting attitudes which clustered around this core and characterised the whole
approach. Table 1 summarises the approaches according to the salient ideas and attitudes that
distinguish them, and what this entails for a farmer’s role and agency relative to
social/economic/ecological system. The next few pages will compare and discuss these in more detail.
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Proactive entrepreneurial

Custodial balanced

Gently adaptive

Industrial

Table 1: General overview of the approaches to farming in the sample
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Key framing idea

Linked ideas

Linked attitudes

Farming
industrialisation
must go on

Rising global population, food
production imperative;
business survival through
expansion (competitiveness
through scale)

UK farming is
good and
improving vis-àvis environmental
sustainability

Food production imperative,
conservation work a trade off
against production yet
worthwhile, faith in
technological progress,
(good) farming and nature go
hand-in-hand

Farming has to
care better for
the environment
and produce food

Farmer as key moral agent
maintaining the countryside
and marrying production and
conservation. A balanced
approach to land
management is seen as
necessary but unbalanced
approaches dominate the
countryside in the form of
either a strong production or
environment focus
Strong ideas about business,
and perhaps the frameworks
(e.g. regulatory) that
businesses should exist
within. Little to dictate what
a farming operation should
actually look like. Farmers as
entrepreneurs providing
value to society

Dismissal of wildlife
conservation
objectives on farms;
dismissal of local and
direct marketing as
an alternative to
commodity markets
Contentedness to be
led from above into
new ways of farming,
optimism and
tendency to overlook
the environmental
problems, AES work
worthwhile
Frustration at highly
specialised systems
and the polarisation
between
environmental and
productive farms.
Frustration at farming
with the wrong
motives

Farming
businesses
succeed by
responding
proactively to
societal priorities

Keenness for
innovation in food
provision, ecological
services and side
enterprises (and in
synergising these
income streams).
Interest in marketing
and public relations
at local scales

Ideological
guidance
High (worldview
and ideas about
agriculture and
business strongly
guiding approach)

Understanding of role

Level of agency

Business flexibility

Playing a part in human progress
through science and technology,
human economy (feeding the
world); decoupling of humans from
their local resource bases for a
better global system

Minimal farmer
agency. Agency
lies in the
behaviour of
markets and
policy

Low. Rigid approach
prescribing particular
business configuration and
prioritisation

Low (led by the
direction things
take more
generally, and not
particular visions
or ideas)

Evolving with society to meet
challenges and remain viable

Fairly low but does not
exclude different
diversifications and
different business
configurations

High (strong ideas
about how
countryside
management and
the role of a
farmer)

Farmers play a chief role in linking
human needs with stewardship of
natural resources; common sense
and human virtue as guides to
behaviour, collectively and
individually; understanding of
humans as part of nature bound by
natural limits that must be
respected

Medium (strong
guiding sense of
the role of
farmers as
entrepreneurs,
and more flexible
normative
framework
elsewhere)

Farmer as independent selfemployed businessperson guided
by pursuit of opportunity; linking
societal and market preferences
with the natural resource base

Some farmer
agency exists to
diversify and
adapt, but
direction is
defined by society
and policy or
markets
Strong farmer
agency as a
crucial moral
agent linking food
production, land
and ecosystems.
Farmer agency
seen as
constrained by
broader context,
however
Strong farmer
agency,
proactively linking
markets with the
countryside
through public
and private good
provision

Medium, entailing local
adaptedness, permitting
different market
configurations;
commitment to a principle
rather than a certain
business configuration or
set of economic relations

High, entailing
experimentation with
different configurations
and markets, with
innovativeness valued
highly

Describing and comparing the approaches
The different approaches can be described and compared in terms of the four domains: business, food
production, natural environment and the public. As discussed in the analytical framework (Chapter 2),
three of the domains – business, production and nature – can be seen as default ‘ingredients’ in any
farm business, which a farmer prioritises between and balances both mentally and practically. Public,
the fourth domain, is relevant firstly in terms of farmer ideas about the public, but is also a potential
sphere of practical engagement, at least at a local scale. In this next section I build on the discussion
of the approaches thus far with general introductory comments about how each approach links to the
sample. I then describe the relation of different approaches to the domains in terms of firstly the ideas
about them or attitudes toward them, and secondly the engagement with them and how they are
linked or related to create a practical configuration.

Industrial approach
The industrial approach emerged as a discrete, coherent category early in the analysis, when
interviews were still ongoing. This is partly because the ideas involved are fairly uncompromising, tend
to dominate and structure the whole farmer narrative, and drive at the familiar productionist vision
of farming discussed in Chapter 2. Although it was easy to identify, it was quite uncommon among the
sample. Table 2 summarises the key aspects of how the approach is situated against the analytical
dimensions.
Table 2: Summary of the industrial approach by domain

Key aspects of
relationship to
domains

Business

Food production

Ecosystems

Public

Central measure of
success, tight model
of (expanding)
specialised
production in
competitive global
markets

Central to business,
important to identity,
necessary for global
population growth

Important but largely
incompatible with
food production and
therefore secondary

Distant because of
operating scale and
commodity markets
(irrelevant at local
scales), rural-urban
rift very apparent in
perception of general
public and public
discourse

Ideas about domains
The industrial approach centres around the idea that there is no other viable way forward than the
processes of specialisation, scale enlargement and intensification of production (from a human
progress and/or a business survival perspective); it thus presents strong ideas about business and food
production, framed by a narrative of ever-growing global demand. This framing by extension limits or
trivialises other approaches to farming. Farming is seen as antagonistic to natural ecosystems, making
the integration of conservation and production objectives unrealistic: whilst ecological health and
decline are recognised as serious issues, they are secondary to food production and the fact that
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integration of objectives is not seen as realistic suggests that conservation is not a useful objective for
farmers who would better keep a single minded focus on production. This framing also provides
justification for ecologically damaging practices. The public are seen as largely irrelevant except as
distant consumers, but public opinion is a concern since it may impact the way farming develops and
is more likely to be steered by public figures who do not sympathise with farmers or understand rural
life.

Engagement with domains
These ideas are reflected in practice by focussing on business growth through expansion and
specialisation. Because the approach centres around the importance of food production, and does not
see conservation as a compatible goal, business and food production are tightly interlinked and make
up the core domains of engagement. Scepticism about whether various conservation efforts are
worthwhile may translate into a preference for productive land uses over conservation-related
income opportunities; this does not preclude engagement with conservation where advantageous
(e.g. on floodplains), but this does not make up a core engagement. Strong ideas about the role of
farming nationally or globally mean that the public are not a relevant dimension of direct engagement;
instead, the focus is on being a successful producer of commodity crops, which precludes, for example,
supplying smaller markets which may link farmers with customers. This lack of contact may feed into
the important sense of isolation and rift that emerged as an important theme when looking into
farmer ideas about the public. Public relations are considered at national level (e.g. National Farmers’
Union) so likewise does not entail direct engagement. The approach therefore entails a tight
interlinking of the business and food production domains at the exclusion of the others.

Gently adaptive approach
In contrast to the industrial approach, the gently adaptive approach only took shape as a coherent
category through lengthy immersion in the data. It is organised around a weaker principle: that
farming in the UK is fine, that it is adapting to public expectations and that any environmental issues
are being addressed through the rollout of environmental schemes and smarter technologies. Because
this central idea does not strongly organise other aspects of the farmer’s account (i.e. it gives room
for diverse ideas and beliefs), nor represent a clearly defined vision, it was difficult to conceptualise
and define; despite this, it was prevalent in the largest number of participants’ accounts. Table 3
summarises the key aspects of how the approach is situated against the analytical dimensions.
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Table 3: Summary of the gently adaptive approach by domain

Relationship to
domains

Business

Food production

Ecosystems

Public

Central measure
of success

Key to business,
necessary for global
population growth

Healthy countryside
compatible with farming
despite some bad
practice (problems are
not systemic); AES seen
positively and
incorporated into sense
of identity and business

Generally distant - yet
greater ideological
and business
flexibility than
industrial approach
may permit more
direct market or PR
relations

Ideas about domains
Business profitability is a central concern and, like the industrial approach, the role of production is
seen as core to purpose. While production is an aspect of farming around which identity is
constructed, the belief that farming and the natural environment are compatible allows both domains
to play a part in the way the farmer sees himself/herself. This contrasts the industrial approach where
environmental degradation from farming is acknowledged, yet environmental protection is seen as
antagonistic to the food production imperative. Problems between farming and the environment are
not seen as systemic but rather as examples of bad practice; this was often linked to the idea that
farmers and nature (i.e. the countryside, the landscape) are co-dependent, they go hand-in-hand.
Agri-environment schemes (AES) are well-viewed perhaps as part of a progressive development
‘package’ involving explicitly environmental work and adopting new technologies. The public are
understood in terms of broader public opinion but not seen as relevant at farm scale except in terms
of access arrangements and how people (e.g. ramblers, dog-walkers) behave on the farm.

Engagement with domains
Since this approach tends to follows the developments in farming and adopt new ways of doing things,
the data suggest that it leads farmers into more deliberate and enthusiastic engagement with
conservation through prevalent agri-environmental schemes, and more enthusiastic adoption of new
techniques and technologies when compared with the industrial approach. Otherwise, the basic
model of engagement largely mirrors the industrial approach, albeit softened and more flexible, with
a framing that does not so rigidly exclude new configurations. Perhaps due to the tendency to not
problematise farming’s relation to the environment, and adherence to the idea that farms are
primarily food producing businesses, environmental commitment entails a sideline, with food
production remaining the bread-and-butter activity. The integration of the two is thus not likely to go
beyond the prescriptions of the schemes, yet the sensitising effect of being involved and observing
changes may modify the tendency to see the farm and wildlife as entirely separate: it may modify the
practical balancing of these domains. Scale means that PR and markets are still largely national/global,
which entails minimal practical engagement, meaning that the public engagement does not feature in
the general configuration of domains.
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Custodial balanced approach
This approach was conceptualised through identifying the central frame that farming should do
multiple things; it therefore came through clearly in analysis for its strong normative vision, which was
most evident in discussion about other farms and farmers, the direction of farming, and the direction
of society in general. Similar to the industrial approach, it was not prevalent in the whole sample but
among the few farmers whose accounts led me toward it, it was strong in the narrative. A single farmer
exemplified the approach and made it possible for me to identify aspects of it in the narratives of
some other farmers. Table 4 summarises the key aspects of how the approach is situated against the
analytical dimensions.
Table 4: Summary of the custodial balanced approach by domain

Relationship
to domains

Business

Food production

Ecosystems

Public

Growth and profit not the
central indicators of
success or key to identity

Important to identity,
a key responsibility
but to be balanced
and integrated with
countryside
stewardship

Important to
identity, a key
responsibility but to
be balanced and
integrated with food
production. A moral
responsibility that
entails attention and
care

No prescription on type
of market relations or PR.
Whole of society seen to
be responsible for how
we produce food and
care for natural
resources; public
discourse not seen to
reflect this, instead
blaming the farmer

Ideas about domains
A distinguishing factor in the custodial balanced approach is in how the individual positions herself or
himself against the world around: the natural environment and human evolution in relation to it was
the broad framing device, and a focus on the farmer (and everyone else) as a moral human agent was
stronger than the sense of the farmer as part of an economic system. This idea seemed to be packaged
in a vision of what a farmer should be: a custodian linking society and natural resources. This entails
providing food and caring for the land, both of which entail moral responsibility. The extreme positions
of dedicated, highly specialised industrial-scale food production, on the one hand, and
conservationism, on the other, are seen as isolating these responsibilities from each other, causing
farmers to lose their balancing role of managing both together. Likewise, the social (e.g. economic,
political and regulatory) contexts are seen as frustrating the farmer’s ability to link food and a healthy
countryside into a unity. As an extremely normative vision it calls all of society to account for individual
and collective actions.

Engagement with domains
The custodial balanced approach and its emphasis on care brings observation and relationship with
the land to the fore, and active custodianship is tied to identity, so does not necessarily rely on
incentives. The approach problematises the pursuit of production at the expense of other life. In
practice this gives rise to farming configurations that emphasise habitat features and the farmer as a
careful observer whose job is to balance productive functions with ecosystem health, who is cautious
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regarding the use of new technologies designed only for production benefits. This entails a balanced
focus between business margins and ecosystem health, which means that norms may dictate where
productive activities overstep an acceptable line. In this sense, environmental concern may often
come into tension with the productive objectives and therefore business margins. In this way, the
focus on care in the context of producing food sits alongside profitability as a priority: the power of
the metanarrative means that where profitability conflicts with care, both are taken seriously, and
profitability will not necessarily trump care. Instead the art is in the balancing and integration of
priorities; as mentioned above, mistrust of the extremes of both highly specialised food production
and environmentalism reinforce this. Finally, the public may or may not be a domain of direct
engagement: nothing in the metanarrative proscribes this, and both PR and markets may be seen at
local or national levels but the data do not suggest any particular engagements with the public
domain. This may constrain practical orientations, as discussed later in the chapter.

Proactive entrepreneurial approach
The proactive entrepreneurial approach began to emerge as clearly distinct during data collection. A
range of relatively distinct ideas were apparent, and the vision, momentum and attitude of the
farmers displaying it could not be overlooked. Both a certain entrepreneurialism and the shape of the
actual farm business distinguished them, but it was not until closer analysis of the whole dataset that
it was possible to identify its unifying ideas. Farmers displaying this approach were also notable for
their peer learning networks. Table 5 summarises the key aspects of how the approach is situated
against the analytical dimensions.

Table 5: Summary of the proactive entrepreneurial approach by domain

Relationship to
domains

Business

Food production

Ecosystems

Public

Central to identity,
success lies in
farmer’s ability to be
innovative in
configuring business
to the income
opportunities

Production increases
are not the objective;
margin over scale.
Food production
integrated into and
synergised with
stewardship work for
synergistic income
streams

Environmental
stewardship as
economic
opportunity;
ecological literacy as
important for
management as well
as communicating
public ecological
goods provided by
the farming system

Openness to
integrating direct
relations into the
business for custom,
marketing and
communication;
notion of
accountability for
public money
received

Ideas about domains
A strong sense of identity as a business person is evident: proactively observing society and markets
and responding to these result in a distinct mental positioning relative to the analytical domains. The
vision is not rigid and normative but fluid, informed by the priorities of society at the time. Linked to
this is the attitude toward the public: where some of the participants express frustration at the lack
of public understanding and support for farming and farmers, this approach frames the public
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primarily as potential customers and stakeholders. The trend toward environmental payments making
up part of the farming income is not judged against fixed ideas of what farming is or should be, but
rather seen as a potential income stream, an ingredient that can be utilised in the development of the
farm business. Farming with the environment then becomes a source of economic opportunity. As a
highly proactive approach, farmers see this as more than a sphere that can be incorporated into the
business as prescribed by authorities but rather one which can be elaborated and extended.

Engagement with domains
Commitment to business profitability and proactive entrepreneurship, combined with relatively
flexible normative and ideological frameworks elsewhere, result in open-mindedness and proactive
forward thinking in terms of business opportunities. In particular, the distinctive position toward the
public means these may be engaged at local levels as stakeholders and customers, which means
farmers may be able to manage important aspects of PR and overcome any bad reputation; at the
same time, this gives rise to more possible market relations and configurations vis-à-vis all four
domains. Proactive configuring and linking of these domains -and efforts to synergise different income
streams - thus define this approach. Ecological farming is favoured as it likely drops input costs,
improves soil heath and permits extra income streams while aiming to differentiate products to gain
higher prices. Meanwhile, useful farm species, in particular livestock, are synergised with
environmental management. This, together with a desire to be able to demonstrate and communicate
the environmental services provided by the farm to society, lead to a deeper engagement with formal
ecology, including setting of baselines and ecological monitoring. The farm business is configured
according to the return from its operations which may not necessarily improve with scale increases:
the margin is therefore considered most important and the approach may apply to farms at a range
of scales from small to large. The central commitment to enterprise does not dictate the configuration
of the farming operation but this study suggests it tends toward (or emerges from?) mixed and
livestock farming, and especially pasture based grazing.

Relations between the approaches
Having described the approaches and some of their important differences, it will be useful to discuss
briefly how they relate to each other, and what we can say about these relations from the evidence.

College-mindedness as a common reference point: diversity emerging
To some extent the accounts themselves suggested anchoring the analysis from the industrial
approach: farmers often discussed their ideas now with reference to an evolution from what they
were taught in college under the specialisation and expansion model prevalent in the 1980s or earlier.
In practice, through the analysis this has indeed functioned as a starting point, a kind of default
position against which to understand others. Nevertheless, other traditional ways of thinking also
emerged, which were not consistent with the tenets of ‘college thinking’; as such it did not represent
a single dominant position from which others evolved (e.g. in response to changes in the prioritisation
of food and environmental protection, and the diversification of business strategies for farmers). For
this reason it is important not to see this diversity as emerging in a simple way from productionism
through the last few decades, and these categories do not represent any simple historical processes
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(certainly, the order that I have chosen to present the approaches is not intended to reflect any sort
of evolution). Both Keith and Ed, farmers who characterise a strong proactive entrepreneurial
approach, describe their trajectory from conventional operations into organic farming for financial
reasons, suggesting a transition from one to the other. Examples from other farms also show both the
custodial balanced and the gently adaptive approaches evolving into prominence from the industrial;
no evidence suggests evolution in the opposite direction. However, as an essentially static study, this
work cannot answer questions about the relations between or evolution of cultural narratives.

Blurred boundaries
It is important to note that at times I have polarised positions for clarity, so that while the approaches
may be distinct as abstract narratives explaining representing the broad patterns of difference
between farmer narratives, these boundaries in the data are at times subtle or blurred.
For example, the gently adaptive approach looks very similar to the industrial approach in its
engagement and linking of domains to form the business model. Production is related closely with the
business and the other domains are of minor importance. Yet in the gently adaptive approach there
is a shift toward building environmental conservation into the modus operandi; engagement with this
may benefit the business, yet farmers are adapting to shifted wider priorities and describe pleasure
and pride in this part of their work.
There is also a blurred boundary between the balanced vision of the custodial balanced approach and
the ‘hand-in-hand’ idea which is associated with the gently adaptive approach. In different ways, both
ideas express a notion of being part of the countryside, and the integral role of farming, but the former
refers to a particular idea of how things should be, and is critical of where a good balance is not
maintained, while the latter was linked more closely to the idea that good modern farming works and
is not in serious conflict with non-human life. Through the dataset, this was a like a continuum, with
participant perspectives lying between these two points. This suggests that they could be different
expressions of the same basic idea.

Compatible approaches
When introducing the concept of the farming approach, I suggested that the approaches I describe
are abstract, not concrete categories. Farmers can be exemplary of a certain approach or draw from
multiple. The extent to which a farmer might display different abstract approaches in their own
concrete approach may depend on the compatibility of these approaches (and of course the
individual’s capacity to hold contradictory ideas and beliefs, or to marry very distinct ideas inside a
unified framework). To illustrate compatibility, while the proactive entrepreneurial approach had a
few exemplars, the nature of its particular metanarrative does not exclude farmers from drawing from
its ideas while also holding other ideas strongly embedded in other approaches. For example, Daniel’s
account could be largely understood to be typical of gently adaptive perspectives and ideas, yet
sidelines of his business and his vision for the future included a strongly entrepreneurial approach to
the public as the shapers of farming through their opinions and consumption that he was hoping to
be ahead-of or in-tune with.
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Patrick’s individual approach to farming seems to combine elements of the proactive entrepreneurial
approach and the custodial balanced approach: normative ideas on how we relate to nature are
combined with entrepreneurial elements familiar from the more ‘single-minded’ proactive
entrepreneurs. It was clear that the farm development was not driven by a search for purely better
margins or a proactive approach to markets and public opinion, but also by a vision for economically
sustainable farming alongside a vision for diverse and well-functioning (agro)ecosystems. The
structuring of the farming process seemed to reflect this and meet the diverse challenges without
significant trade-offs. However, as I shall discuss below, there emerges a possibility that Patrick’s
approach to farming in fact flows largely from another powerful frame – that of regenerative farming
centred around ideas about the potential of farming to remedy landscapes, that may enjoy a close
relationship with (or particular affinity to) proactive entrepreneurial approaches.

An emergent fifth approach?
As suggested, a distinct regenerative farming frame may be present, appearing to be somewhere
between the proactive entrepreneurial and custodial balanced approaches yet in fact being driven by
a distinct vision. This was suggested by direct references to regenerative farming (from Ed and Patrick),
and references to literature presenting a distinctive regenerative vision, such as the work on holistic
grazing by Allan Savory (Patrick), associated techniques such as mob grazing (from Roy, Patrick, Ed,
Keith and Rachel), and Charles Massey’s (2017) Call of the Reed Warbler (Patrick). The growth of
farmer networks in the UK around this vision for farming (and elsewhere, especially in rangeland
systems) lends support for the possibility that this entails an approach in its own right, with its own
framings and rationales for action.
It is reasonable to assume that new ideas that appeal to an existing schema may be partially or fully
adopted, and that the relative prominence of ideas around herd-mimicking grazing may be a factor in
the evolution of the worldview and motivation of farmers largely in the custodial balanced or
proactive entrepreneurial approach camps. While the data to describe this approach are limited, and
its identification lay initially between categories in analysis, I bring it into my further analysis as an
independent category, since there is support for this approach outside of the research sample in the
growth of networks such as the Pasture Fed Livestock Association.

The approaches and the challenges of contemporary farming
Because clear lines of distinction could be seen between the different approaches to farming, it is
appropriate to discuss what this means in terms of development trajectories and potential in order to
develop a response to Research Question 3.
The approaches can be discussed in terms of two core characteristics. I employ these to help
operationalise the challenges facing farmers to move beyond the modernisation agenda and find
viable and sustainable ways forward that take into account the multiple outcomes of farming beyond
simply production (and most especially ecological outcomes). The first characteristic is a stance
toward nature that directly prioritises respect and recognises the problems inherent with exploitative
human-nature relations through farming; the second is the space to guide their system creatively and
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reflexively toward resilience and multifunctionality. I refer to this as creative management. This may
be impacted by worldview and norms (i.e. creative management based on mental frameworks) as well
as the structuring of the farm enterprise (room for manoeuvre in management based on the
possibilities presented by the embedding of the farm in different external dimensions; e.g. see
Methorst et al. 2017). While nature relations can be understood directly from the accounts, two
frameworks help me to focus the implications of this second attribute: evolutionary resilience and
economies of synergy and scope, as discussed more fully in the theoretical and analytical frameworks4.

Specific framings and nature relations
I discussed previously in this chapter how normativity of framings around nature varied according to
approach. I will not repeat these findings here but summarise them in Table 6 for clarity and
comparison, and to include the regenerative approach. These norms provide anchors for one’s
practice and models to aspire to, and this may clearly be of use in trying to understand farmers’
interpretations of their responsibilities vis-à-vis nature, and the self-motivation or self-regulation of
farmers.

Creative management
Different framings influence the interpretation of the situation and the stories that a farmer tells about
their farming and its context. The study findings so far suggest that this impacts on the farmer selfdefinition, perception of opportunity and capacity/willingness to find new directions, thereby
influencing processes of resilience-making – such as social learning and preparedness - and the
creation of economies of scope. Two main interlinked factors seem to underlie this influence. Firstly,
that normative visions of what constitutes proper farming may provide a strong model and directly
discourage deviations from this model, constraining or guiding the evolution of the farm within certain
bounds. Secondly, that these cultural models of how a farmer should operate and network may
influence the way that a farmer creates new contacts and connections and mobilises them. This
second point indirectly influences the directions that the farm can take, since the types of networks a
farmer has determine their learning, their market relations, and the activities or services that they can
make profitable. For concision, I summarise the findings supporting these points in Table 6, alongside
the nature relations summaries.

4

In principle, adaptive and evolutionary farming approaches will harmonise with natural ecological patterns if society
demands it: indeed, the notions of resilient or multifunctional farming automatically suggest approaches that do not
undermine the natural, ecological resource base. However, I consider a normative component regarding nature relations to
be important nevertheless, defining the nature and qualities of the relationship with ecosystems and providing some models
for conduct, and thereby basing concepts of good farming on ecological principles.
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Table 6: Comparison of the approaches in terms of nature relations and creative management frameworks

Core analytical Nature relations
characteristic >

Farmer’s role clearly defined as
part of the wider commodity chain
and markets that determine
direction – proactive, creative
direction-finding is not the farmer’s
role. Strong cultural barriers to
deviation: radically different
strategies seen as niche/irrelevant
to global concerns;
experimentation and farmer-led reorientation of farming systems thus
discouraged

Scale emphasised and nonproductive elements of
multifunctionality eschewed as
distractions or unwanted tradeoffs. Diversified farm activities not
integrated for synergy with
productive activity

Farming and nature
‘hand-in-hand’: human
productive activity is
natural and at the heart
of a healthy
countryside, thus the
relationship is
fundamentally
unproblematic

Problematic issues with current
farming not central to narrative thus resilience not a focal point.
Faith in progress through top-down
science and technology
overshadows farmer-led
alternatives and forward thinking

Farming defined in mainly uncritical
and productive terms, and progress
understood largely in terms of
scale. A loose normative position
allows for evolution into other
ways of thinking, however

Farmer has a moral
duty to control a
balance between
human-benefitting
productive activity and
maintenance of a
healthy countryside

Farmer as central agent in
countryside and environmental
problems; however, strong
normative models may constrain
creativity and evolutionary learning

Multifunctionality as duty;
however, productive, community
and conservation elements not
necessarily integrated for synergy

Ecological farming
practices employed but
apparently not strongly
motivated by a
normative vision but
rather practical (cost
saving, value-capturing)
considerations

Farmer central in configuring
farming (e.g. market relations and
adopting suitable production
methods) and in reading the
situation. Networking to learn
encouraged. No normative
constraint to resilience-making
except possibly strong identity as
converters of resources and labour
into financial resources

Community embedding broadens
scope. Efforts to synergise activities
to enable multiple mutuallyreinforcing income streams

Natural ecosystems as a
model for human-led
agroecosystems
motivated by normative
and practical ideas

Resilience and farmer creativity
through evolving and unpredictable
contexts are explicit concepts. New
learning networks encouraged,
facilitating social learning

Community and natural embedding
mobilised to create a
multifunctioning whole, the parts
of which are mutually supportive

Regenerative

Proactive
entrepreneurial

Industrial

Natural ecosystems as a
sacrifice in a vision of
societal progress
through maximised
production

Gently adaptive

in
of

Custodial
balanced

Farming
approach v

Creative management in Creative management
terms of resilience-making
terms of economies
synergy and scope
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Creative management and resilience-making
The findings summarised in Table 6 suggest that narrative impacts resilience-making through the
interpretation of the farmer’s role and the nature of the system they are participating in. These
determine the extent to which it is thinkable or desirable to explicitly steer the system toward greater
adaptability or transformability, and structure the extent to which social learning and preparedness
can be expressed. The practical orientations on a farm that have flowed from the farming family’s
interpretation of the farmer’s role may further facilitate or constrain preparedness or social learning,
thus amplifying in many cases the effects of a normative position. To illustrate this from the case of
the industrial approach, a strong sense of role in a commodity system and criticism of food supply
alternatives relate to a farm history of practical decisions that reflect this faith in the commodity
system and create an orientation tending toward path dependency while restricting proactive farmer
social learning. Contrasting this, the proactive entrepreneurial approach explicitly holds the farmer as
an active preparer for future markets and opportunities, and thus encourages active social learning;
meanwhile this approach acknowledges and embraces change and therefore motivates the farmer to
actively configure the business to respond to (or pre-empt) shifts in policy or markets. In this way, the
approach relates to creative management in normative and practical ways, impacting the extent to
which resilience-making takes place.

Creative management and economies of scope
Comparing the farming approaches according to their engagements with the four domains has
provided a way to visualise farming in terms of how the different domains are inter-related in the
farming enterprise, and therefore a way to think about how they enact economies of scope. This
chapter has described how approaches differ according to how they orient their farm business. These
orientations ranged from a narrow focus on a small range of material products to a broader focus
where ecosystem services and community services are integrated into the productive system. As
suggested in the academic rural development literature (e.g. Marsden et al 2002; van der Ploeg &
Roep 2003), this study demonstrates the creation of synergies to be a critical element in increasing
scope: the art lies in integrating or synergising domains with which farmers are now increasingly
required to engage. Among the sample in this study, this was achieved through converting more or
less the same labour and resources into multiple income streams from products and public services
(or public goods). Such orientations reflect a multifunctional overall operation which accounts for
farming’s inevitable forms of interaction with - or impact on – the world.
Synergy creation appeared most powerful when various products and services were aligned to be
mutually reinforcing. In its simplest form these synergies were restricted within the productive
domain, and entail ensuring that an activity which is profitable in its own right is also beneficial
elsewhere. An example is benefitting from manure application on arable fields, as a product of keeping
animals in mixed farming systems. Elsewhere, it worked between the domains and entailed, for
example, bringing customers or members of the local community onto the farm for paid experiences;
this allowed the farm to showcase its agri-environment and entailed a marketing opportunity to
differentiate and sell its food as a product of this healthy agri-environment. This suggests that tradeoffs are not necessarily inherent between ambitious environmental objectives and business margins,
but rather depend on the flexibility and creativity of the farmer.
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Community embedding
Examples such as the latter demonstrate how local community embedding can play a special role in
achieving synergy between domains. As suggested above, this is closely interlinked with worldview
and norms: normative stances that defined the farmer as a creative agent corresponded generally
with opportunity identification, but in particular those that encouraged local embedding had the
advantage of opening many more opportunities to synergise activity streams. Chapter 4 discussed
local engagement in terms of bridging a rift between farmers and non-farmers (an idea that I develop
theoretically in the following chapter in relation to coherence-making). This engagement increases
the scope to communicate among this community their perspectives on food and farming, and to
permit demonstration of environmental awareness and responsibility, and thus have some influence
over how they are perceived. While various types of relationship such as shared membership in
community groups or open farm events may allow for useful communication, the data suggest that
local direct market relations may be especially effective. These market relations offer a concrete and
formal line of communication with customers. In Patrick’s case, this is relevant to how he is impacted
by society-wide debates about farming animals in relation to both human and ecological health, since
he is able to communicate his perspectives and the nuances of the debate directly with his customers.
By extension, these types of relations may offer a figurative widening of the scope of operations by
creating more opportunities to synergise activities. This was demonstrated in particular in Patrick’s
account, again, where direct market relations were mobilised to create not only confidence in farm
products but also to engage community members in the agri-environment.

Chapter conclusion
When viewed through the lens of the concepts discussed above, the regenerative approach to farming
emerges as promising. For both normative and practical reasons it emphasises natural patterns as the
basis of human interactions with nature and thus the basis of production. It also emphasises proactive
evolutionary responses to challenging ecological conditions that threaten agricultural production and
in this study presented some evidence that this position on the environment could be mobilised to
create important synergies by combining product sales, public relations, marketing and services (such
as tourism and public goods) as mutually beneficial income streams resulting largely from the labour
process involved in managing a farm system agroecologically.
The proactive entrepreneurial approach looked very similar in practice but lacked a strong normative
component regarding nature relations. Nevertheless, it was characterised by a focus on ecological
farming in an effort to capture agri-environmental payments, to farm economically and to mobilise
the good image associated with this to increase the value of farm products. They seem to be
‘pragmatically motivated’ (Schoon and te Grotenhuis 2000), but studies that have identified this
difference between pragmatic and committed farmers (e.g. Fairweather 1999, Schoon and te
Grotenhuis 2000, Darnhofer et al. 2005) have been static and not longitudinal: like this present study
they have not explored the trajectories of those who begin ecological farming with pragmatic rather
that ideological motivations. It is unclear, therefore, whether the practice and experience of farming
in this way may impact motivations for doing so over time. Seen statically, the approach represents
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potential to find viable ways forward, but financial motivations are stronger than environmental
values, and my data cannot speak to how this would evolve.
The gently adaptive approach is most likely to define farming as non-problematic in relation to natural
ecosystems and environmental pollution, so despite a general belief that farming is part of nature, it
implies that ‘natural’ entails human domination of the countryside: this notion tends to allow farmers
to overlook issues. Moreover, as a result of this essential non-problematisation, adapting farming to
be more sensitive to its ecological basis is not seen as urgent. Incremental scientific and technological
progress is trusted to drive farming forward, while the farmer is not emphasised as a key technical or
social innovator: this explains a tendency toward economies of scale and a fairly weak role for the
farmer in creative configuration-making. All of the above suggest that active resilience-making is not
a core objective and that the farmer is not understood principally in terms of balancing and synergising
farms processes and interactions. However, the normative stance is weak and implies some flexibility
in what is considered proper farming, and thus does not preclude divergent routes.
The industrial approach differs on this point. Strong norms about commodity farming for food
security, and the acceptance that this must be prioritised over ecological concerns may translate to a
state of mental path dependency, while the related practical orientation also makes adaptation
difficult. This approach explicitly rationalises why ecological farming and economies of scope are
inappropriate responses to the challenges the world and farming face, and downplay the innovative
role of the farmer.
The custodial balanced approach, finally, contains a vision for how things should be, but this may not
be conducive to novel configurations and may restrict the room for manoeuvre to adapt and evolve.
Normative visions of society and countryside may be static or rooted in the past, and may not
acknowledge an evolutionary context that requires new models for action and active resiliencemaking: in this sense it may constrain opportunity-taking and the chance to develop new ways to
balance factors, or to synergise activity and income streams as effectively as the more dynamic
proactive entrepreneurial and regenerative approaches. However, the farmer is seen as a central
figure, and farmer-generated solutions do not face cultural barriers per se. Additionally, financial
wealth is not necessarily seen as a symbol of success, so this provides some space to find farming
solutions rooted in other types of capital.
This chapter has guided the findings of the analysis from an initial identification of distinct farming
approaches among the participant farmers to a more interpretive evaluation of how these approaches
are relevant to contemporary issues in the profession of farming and its social, economic and
ecological embedding. The concept of approaches has provided a perspective on farming as a process
that involves working out a practical configuration consistent with one’s internal world of
interpretations and ideas, with narrative or stories about the world as the key linking concept. Broad
narratives have been drawn out of the data, reflecting key trends. This lays the groundwork for the
final chapter’s more theoretical discussion of the role of personal narratives in the evolution of a
family farm, in terms of meaning-making. This extends to some discussion of broader cultural ideas
and narratives in the wider evolution of farming. Again, I take a particular interest in farming’s nature
relations to reflect its position as a critical interface between human society and nature, and the
centrality of this relationship to farming’s ongoing viability. This discussion will theoretically extend
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the key assumption so far that narrative or creativity largely define a farm’s interactions with the world
and its ability to operate between nature and society.
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Chapter 6: Discussion
In this chapter I attempt to provide a discursive overview of the research and what it might mean in
practical and theoretical terms; additionally, I discuss the work critically. First, I provide a summary of
the findings in terms of the research aim to provide an overview of the thesis thus far.

Summary of findings
My research objective was to generate useful insights into how West of England farmers approach
farming, and how this relates to the challenge to find viable and ecologically harmonious ways to farm.
This was operationalised using three research questions, that I shall repeat as a way of structuring this
brief summary.

1. Are different worldviews and normative perspectives apparent?
The research describes a diverse range of views, or framings of agriculture. In Chapter 4, I laid out
some of the relevant ways that farmers understand their roles by presenting selections from their
accounts; these I organised according to my conceptualisation of farming as an operational space
between the domains of business, nature, food production, and (optionally) the public. This revealed
a diversity of ways of understanding what is important in farming and how it connects (or should
connect) to wider political, economic, social and ethical contexts. Farmer’s positions on these issues,
and the way they explained and justified their positions gave insights into their narrative construction
of farming. Patterns in these data indicated a few distinct framings, which had more or less internally
coherent core narratives which assigned different roles for farming at local, national and global scales
relative to the different domains. These, I presented and discussed in Chapter 5.

2. Can different approaches be distinguished, and how do these link to different
worldviews and norms?
As described above, Chapter 5 looked into the patterns underlying the ways of representing the world
and farming. Distinct framing patterns largely linked to distinct patterns of practically organising
farming, suggesting a consistency between mental and practical farming orientation, or distinct whole
approaches. Indeed, worldview and farm business configuration were inseparable and supported each
other; I took these together as my data, and the patterns in relationship between these informed the
description of the different approaches. The concept of approach therefore links worldviews and
normative frameworks to business orientation and trajectory, which implies differential prioritisation
consistent with perspective; the theoretical implications of this relationship will be discussed in this
chapter.
Following the order that I presented these in Chapter 5, the first of these approaches was familiar
from representations of farmers in popular and academic communication: I labelled it the ‘industrial’
approach, organised around the central idea that for farm survival or human food security the only
option is to expand industrial-style commodity production. This provides a very clear way for a farmer
to position themselves relative to other issues in farming. It was, however, not a central way of
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constructing farming for many of the farmers. A second frame I labelled the ‘gently adaptive’
approach. This did not problematise farming in relation to natural ecosystems and reflected a faith in
science, technology and farmers themselves to meet social expectations for farming along a
conventional top-down development trajectory. Third, I described a ‘custodial balanced’ approach,
which applied a strong normative filter to problematise farming’s role in the countryside under
industrial productionism, seeing the role of the farmer instead to be a largely moral role marrying food
production with production of an environmentally and socially sound countryside. Finally, the ‘proactive entrepreneurial’ approach organises around the role of the farmer as a forward-thinking,
dynamic entrepreneur, finding ways to optimise economic return from land and labour by
understanding markets and social trends, and mobilising opportunity. I suggested a ‘regenerative’ fifth
approach, which demonstrated both the normative concerns of the custodial balanced approach and
the creative zeal of the proactive entrepreneurial approach; this manifested in a pattern of farming
similar to proactive entrepreneurial expressions, yet with stronger underlying ecological motivations.
The process of identifying the core ideas of these distinct framings helped to organise and make sense
of the range of opinions and different emphases in the accounts.

3. How do these relate to the challenge of farming to account for its multiple functions
beyond production, especially vis-a-vis ecosystems?
The findings suggest that the approaches differ in the framing and thus interpretation of issues. This
translates to interpretation of feasible or permissible ways forward, and a history of differential
practical trajectories which also constrain what is feasible now.
The approaches described therefore result in highly differential outcomes when evaluated against the
requirement to viably harmonise practice with natural ecosystems. Answers to this research question
are more interpretive and its treatment relied on frameworks by which I could evaluate the different
approaches. I used a nature relations criterion to respond to the particular and urgent requirement
for farming practice to respond to growing evidence through the decades of detrimental effects on
natural ecosystems and agroecosystems themselves; in this I privileged harmonisation with - and
embedding in - natural systems. I also focussed on creative management as it relates to resiliencemaking (strategic direction for ongoing viability) and creation of economies of scope (ability to develop
through expanding scope rather than scale, hinging on the integration and synergisation of different
dimensions of the farm business). The custodial balanced and the regenerative approaches
demonstrated a strong normative commitment to balanced nature relations, and in the pro-active
entrepreneurial and regenerative approaches the farmer was most strongly positioned as a creative
agent responding to a changing world. While the regenerative approach looked positive when
evaluated in this way, the data available to describe it were fairly scarce, although its presence in the
sample suggests that global farmer ideas under the banners of ‘regenerative’ and ‘agroecological’
have found some expression in West of England farming (and may be manifesting more generally).
This suggests the relevance of endogenous manifestations of farming to agricultural development,
and how a research focus on potential may help illuminate hopeful trends.
The research was able to go some way to answering the research questions, as I have just summarised.
The empirical findings discussed here describe a local situation, and the picture may not be
generalisable; however, the ethnographic format has generated insights into the process of farming
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at the level of the farmer, and this yields a number of theoretical reflections. This wider significance
forms the focus of much of the rest of the chapter.

Focussing on farmers and their differences
The diverse but ordered picture presented provides nuanced insight into farming evolution at a local
scale. However, it is also relevant more widely for its insights into cultural aspects of farmer diversity
and how we understand the farming process in relation to farmer conceptual frameworks.
The study uncovers highly heterogeneous farmer approaches to farming. Uncovering the variety of
ways that these farmers construct farming brings to light some of the various development potentials
present in and around Gloucestershire at this point in time. Of course, on the face of it, heterogeneity
of worldviews and norms is to be expected among a sample of farmers with operations that look quite
different in terms of farm products, levels of diversification, market relations (and to some extent,
ecology and soils). As described above, however, a number of the farmers described their farm’s
evolution with the era of production-based subsidies as a common starting point. This was described
as a period when the business of farming was more clearly defined by the state, a point from which
various development trajectories unfolded as they entered a new era of liberalised markets. This
emerging diversity in family farming from a more-or-less common point highlights the processes of
differentiation, and in this way provides support for a non-linear agricultural evolution (Van der Ploeg
2012). Although this study has not carefully examined the historical trajectory of different farms (and
probably could not from a single series of interviews), the accounts point to the increasing importance
of the role of farmer’s worldview and normative ideas for farm development compared with the
previous era. I don’t wish to speculate further on these historical trajectories and responses except to
comment that the heterogeneity in mental frameworks observed in this study cannot be assumed to
be an outcome caused by different structural positions. In this discussion, I go on to argue for a more
interactive way of viewing the farming process, by which the structural context co-evolves with
cultural contexts and thus farmer mental frameworks. From this perspective, a focus on farmer culture
and identity is worthwhile as one of the factors driving differential creative responses, although just
as structure alone is not causative, neither are mental frameworks and cultural factors. In the next
section, I will discuss this process, and in doing will strengthen my argument for this non-linear
conceptualisation of farming evolution. This will help elaborate a basic theory of farming as a meaningmaking process to help better answer Research Question 2 on how approaches link to different
worldviews and norms.

Meaning-making and negotiating coherence
The approaches that I identified show coherence and continuity between mental frameworks on the
one hand, and farming orientation on the other (or sometimes stated future trajectory). This
observation is the basis of the following theoretical discussion on farming as a process of actively
making meaning and finding coherence between internal and external worlds. The data indicate that
the different approaches (incorporating their associated framings) correspond with the type of farm
business operated; this is most clearly evident in the case of pure arable and livestock-grazing farmers.
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Given this, it is tempting to argue that these frameworks tend to result in particular orientations which
ultimately express themselves as certain types of farming (e.g. a gravitation toward arable or livestock,
or a conviction that mixed farming makes the most sense). However, as argued, the ideas of the farmer
do not simply flow into the decisions and practice, but the farming process can be seen as a continuous
negotiation between interior and exterior worlds, such that an inconsistency between the two may
result in adjusting mental frames and/or practice. Of course, certain farmers or shared framings may
be more rigid, more dogmatic (e.g. the core ideas of the industrial approach), and thus more resistant
to change while others may flow more fluidly and evolve (e.g. the gently adaptive approach). The
relationship between the type of farming practiced and the mental constructs that support it can
therefore be thought of as a negotiated coherence, not a causal flow.
According to this view, therefore, orienting one’s business and thus the resulting interactions with the
world is a process caught in an ongoing interplay between the stories the farmer tells about the world
(and his/her role within it) and the social and economic contexts for operating. These need to find
alignment and consistency, expressed through the practice of farming; the farmer’s work is then to
align their practice and their internal world with the external world, thus making sense of what they
do for a living. As discussed in the theoretical framework chapter (Chapter 2), the mental frameworks
help to shape the perception and interpretation of the external context, help narrate the farmer’s
story, and contain a repertoire of possible responses to it (Long and Van der Ploeg 1994). The broader
context influences the mental frames and the practice in important ways; meanwhile the actual
practice of farming may also shape the broader context in modest yet sometimes meaningful ways.
The extent to which the farming process helps shape its own context depends on factors relating to
the specific embedding of the farm: the types of markets and their size and location, level of reliance
on inputs and how they are sourced, social network and community embedding. While later I shall
discuss other ways that community embedding are relevant to farming development, this insight is
theoretically useful to help explain why it was related to more positive and less anxious perceptions
of the broader non-farming public, overcoming the sense of rift that I describe in Chapter 4: local
embedding affords the farmer more control over the way their local community perceive and
understand farming, and can therefore increase coherence between the farmer’s internal and
external worlds. None of the three elements - mental frameworks, farming practice and the broad
and complex context beyond the farm - are fixed; yet, even when local embedding is strong, clearly
the farmer cannot have the same level of control over their context as over the farm practice and the
story they tell to make sense of it. In order to make sense of things then, framings may shift, flex or
harden, and practice may evolve.
This model for theorising the relations between broader worldviews and how farmers practically
configure their operations suggests that we understand the farming process as the farmer undertakes
it in terms of coherence-making - as a negotiation between the mental and the field of practice. In this
sense my thesis finds support for work that employs cultural repertoires theory to understand farming
diversity. Farming styles theory and Long’s actor-oriented perspective (Long and Van der Ploeg 1994)
help explain my findings with their advancement of cultural repertoires as a mediator between the
actor and their context, in which the farming work performed is infused with meaning through the
stories told about it. Repertoire theory also reflects the flexibility of culture, offering farmers and other
society members different lenses for interpretation and models for action, and offering scholars a way
of understanding how both the manifestations of farming and how it is framed by farmers can evolve.
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Indeed, cultural repertoires themselves will change in response to wider societal changes (Van der
Ploeg 2012). From this perspective, the approaches identified in this study could be understood as
more or less shared ways of balancing rationale and practice and making things coherent and
functional, or as distinct ‘tracks’ or shared ‘grooves’ of this process with each of these generating their
own mental frameworks that provide a rationale for a general model of practice. This coherence
theory adds further support to a non-linear, non-deterministic view of farming evolution and
development. It also validates a close focus on farmers themselves, how they see things and what
they do, since understanding narratives as the articulation of internal and external worlds may give
insight into how farming functions in relation to society and nature5.

Persistent cultural ideas relating to Nature
This coherence-making perspective on farming development, combined with the theory of cultural
repertoires, provides a theoretical framework to understand what I am calling here ‘persistent cultural
ideas’ (in recognition that there are more personal, individual ideas and that there are also less
resistant ideas in the repertoires that are not so influential through time). Notions such as scripts
(Silvasti 2003, Vanclay et al. 2007, Vanclay and Enticott 2011) and religious-philosophical tenets
(Thompson 1995) that I discussed in the theoretical framework can be seen as part of this repertoire
of discourses that can help shape the meaning-making process.
The study brought up direct empirical evidence that corroborates prominent ideas or framing devices
in the cultural repertoire of farmers that have been discussed in anthropological and philosophical
literature on farming. For example, the fairly frequent idea of farming and nature going ‘hand-inhand’, or ‘inherent protection’ as I referred to it in Chapter 4 is very similar to the myth of the garden,
presented by Thompson (1995:56) and utilised by Silvasti (2003) in her analysis of Finnish farming
culture. This is the idea that nature is a garden and that it is there to be tended, ‘brimming with plant
and animal species selected by the gardener’ (Thompson 1995:57). Contrasting the environmentalists’
vision of nature as wilderness undergoing natural self-organising cycles unmodified by humans, this
myth sees human productive land uses as the natural way of things and the process underpinning
natural cycles in the countryside. In this sense, along with other philosophical-religious tenets, it
predisposes farmers to productionist attitudes and blinds farmers to the ecological consequences of
their practice (Thompson 1995:58, Silvasti 2003). The ‘hand-in-hand’ notion in this study was used by
some farmers to define the relationship between farming and nature, and as I pointed out in Chapter
4, it allowed for a deflection of critical perspectives on farming as exploitation of nature. This idea
finds close parallels elsewhere in ethnographic work on ranching, which perhaps demonstrates its
influence across a broad spatial range and its durability through time. Ellis (2013) describes the
narratives around stewardship and husbandry in the USA and identifies a dominant way of framing
ranching that he terms the ‘symbiotic ideology’ to reflect the idea that relationships between human
and non-human agents in ranching are natural, and that both land, animals and humans mutually
However, this farmer focus does not invalidate the importance of trends in broader policy and societal direction: the postwar modernisation agenda has been shown to have significantly shaped and homogenised farming and farmer identity, and
the imbalances of this paradigm have been resistant to change, as demonstrated through Burton’s research into East of
England farming identities and the importance of a shared system of cultural capital expressed through symbols of
production (Burton 2004, Burton and Paragahawewa 2011).
5
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benefit from the activities of production. He argues that this framing masks the real exploitative
relationship between farmers and their animals, and farmers and the land. In my own findings, the
ideas and language used by some participants are similar, with some key farmer quotations from Ellis’
work echoed almost word for word in my own interviews: ‘we’re part of nature’; ‘we take care of
nature and it takes care of us’; ‘you look after them and they’ll look after you’. In this respect, certain
deep-rooted and persistent cultural narrative devices seem to be very relevant for helping to explain
attitudes to nature. As Thompson (1995:56-8) points out, the prevalence of this particular myth points
to a key source of misunderstanding between farmers and environmentalists, since their fundamental
conceptualisations of what is natural and desirable may differ radically. From this perspective my work
is relevant in two ways: firstly, it uncovers these ideas in the accounts of some of the farmers,
demonstrating the myth of the garden in particular to be an enduring way to frame nature; secondly,
it highlights diversity of core frames and nuances the discussion, showing that while frames such as
the myth of the garden are evident, they are not ubiquitous6. The diversity of farming approaches in
my findings suggests that there are other trajectories, and that while some farmers do hold on to the
‘inherently mutualistic’ definition of farming and nature, other narratives are available. According to
the idea of farming as an evolutionary, meaning-making process, emergent alternative narratives
would be expected in light of shifting contexts. Since the tight interlinking of production and business
is now just one available strategy for farm survival and development (De Roest et al. 2018), it could
be that alongside the evolving context for farming, alternative narratives that better support
multifunctional pathways are evolving or being revived.
The evidence presented in this thesis and elsewhere suggests that the myth of the garden may be a
highly relevant (although not ubiquitous) frame and serves to blind farmers to the negative effects of
agricultural production. However, my interviews with farmers gave me the impression that this is not
the only relevant influence of the myth: the idea that farming is part of the natural system may also
serve to increase a sense of relationship and embedding in nature, and may also define the farmer as
‘interested in nature’. As Wheeler et al. (2018) argue, this ambiguity may account for the enthusiastic
statements about nature that many farmers make without serious criticism of the impacts of their
practices, or proactivity in re-evaluating these based on data; yet, as the authors conclude, it may also
be better to acknowledge this interest as this forms a more productive basis of communication than
simply ‘assuming they need to be cajoled into action’.
If the image of nature as a garden to be tended is indeed one of the fundamental sources of radically
different visions - and thus disagreement - between environmentalists and farmers, as Thompson and
Silvasti argue, then two research avenues are important in creating a more reflexive and constructive
public discourse. Firstly, work to explore heterogenous farmer identities and enrich public and
academic debate with more accurate images (Van der Ploeg 2003). Secondly, work to better
understand the constitution and role of cultural repertoires and specific persistent ideas available
This evidence of heterogeneity nuances the notion of the good farmer. In academic discourse and research around how
good farming is constructed, the latter has been demonstrated to be variable and fluid according to farm type, and with
geographical and temporal context (e.g. see Stock 2007, Sutherland and Darnhofer 2012, Wheeler et al. 2018). However, in
popular imagination and representation of farmers, this seems often to not be reflected; likewise, despite Burton’s (2004)
acknowledgement that identities are plural, the description of a particular productionist identity in this much-cited research
may inadvertently reinforce a singular image of farmers among researchers.
6
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within the repertoires, which could help to demonstrate more fundamental differences and explain
why some people’s perspectives and visions differ so dramatically.

Practical and policy implications
The study provides support for the view that reconciling our activities and interactions with natural
ecosystems is more than a technical task, and that coordinating transitions is also a cultural task: the
way we imagine ourselves in relation to nature and society does matter. From the perspective
described in this chapter, the stories farmers tell about farming, alongside the practice of it, are central
to the process by which humans in search of meaning make sense of their lives and professions.
Explicit recognition of this would add a useful dimension to public and scientific discourse and could
encourage reflexive approaches to our cultural framings, bringing into focus the links between inner
life and outer objectives.
The theoretical discussion on coherence-making implies that farming is not simply an issue for
farmers, since it involves an evolution of internal narrative and practice along with the context for
operation: seeing farmers as meaning-making humans, aiming to produce a coherence between
internal and external contexts provides a way to think about the demands on farmers and the
consistency of these demands as articulated though mass media, policy and markets. It also suggests
that criticism levelled at farmers as those ‘at the coalface’ may often entail a form of scapegoating or
finger-pointing where wider society does not realise that farming processes are continuous with the
context for them.
Additionally, cultural ideas among farming communities may evolve slowly and conservatively, as
explained theoretically in the concept of scripts (Silvasti 2003, Vanclay et al. 2007). Moreover,
individuals may also resist shifting their internal narrative or practice in response to shifting contexts.
Expectations that existing farmers adapt rapidly in response to shifts in expectations may therefore
be unrealistic in many cases. This co-evolution of the narrative, practice and context suggests the
importance of realistic expectations of longstanding farmers or farming communities as a whole, since
the farmer is not operating based on some simple economic or moral rationality, and moreover may
have material as well mental path dependency because of a history of operating under contexts that
are not consistent with the emerging contexts.
Nevertheless, this study has demonstrated heterogenous visions and trajectories among farmers
regionally, including some cases of faster rates of adaptation and high levels of integration between
productive and ecological objectives. These findings question whether trade-offs or conflicts between
production and ecological impact are inherent, suggesting instead that these vary and relate to the
narrative frameworks and creativity of farmers. Particularly decisive to trajectories in these terms is a
farmer’s self-image as a creative individual and their sense of place relative to the natural world. It
would be valuable to invest in better understanding which farmers find ways to synergise different
objectives, how they do so, and what kind of stories about the world form the backdrop to this. Further
research, were this present work to be extended, could therefore use the narrative insights it has
generated and focus more closely on synergy creation between ecosystem service provision and
production where trade-offs have often been assumed. This would provide more focus on the specific
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ways that farmers have found to viably farm without negative impacts on natural systems and could
uncover some more clearly explicated linkages between narrative and farming outcomes.
Based on my interpretation of the data in relation to key contemporary agricultural challenges, a
central practical concern emerges. Farm animals feature as an important component in what I have
argued are the more promising farming approaches. This may be through the complementarity of
animals with other parts of the system and therefore the opportunities for synergy creation. The
regenerative, custodial balanced and proactive entrepreneurial approaches show potential in
different ways and to different degrees against my analytical criteria, and all three involve integration
of animals into the farming systems as a product and as an ecological ‘tool’ integrating soils, animals
and plants. This implies a significant weakness in the light of some societal trends toward
vegetarianism and veganism, limiting markets for animal products. This is compounded by scientific
and policy discourse around the role of farm animals in human and ecological health, and in climate
change (e.g. Willett et al. 2019). This critical and radical discourse is - in some ways – encouraging,
since it recognises food and farming as pivotal to many destructive imbalances, but we must recognise
that unnuanced transmission of these ideas could constrain some promising farming trajectories.

Critical reflections
Analytical framework
The analytical framework developed heuristically as interviews and analysis went on. This had
limitations as it led to some key issues being picked up and discussed only part way through the
interviews, thereby missing data on the issue from some of the earlier participants. However, it had
the advantage that I was able to tailor my analysis to questions that were being reshaped as I carried
out the research process. The basic domain approach is crude and is not theoretically informed (i.e. it
does not reflect a current academic theory on how to understand the farming process). Its crudeness
lies in its application of vague labels to describe the domains of engagement of farms. For example,
‘public’ is not a precise or descriptive notion, but this vagueness allowed me to explore broadly in the
interviews and the analysis rather than to be bound by trying to explicate previously-developed points
of interest. Moreover, as a flexible, heuristic framework it provided a way to explore and analyse both
participants’ conceptual positioning and practical orientations in relation to the domains and to
identify tensions and synergies. Since both conceptual and practical data could be understood sideby-side using this framework, it enabled the continuity between normative and worldview ideas
around farming self-identity and practical orientation to emerge in the distinct forms of the different
approaches. This facilitated the application of a theoretical model for thinking about the process of
farming to link farmer conceptual and normative frames to practice. Likewise, it facilitated the process
of comparing the approaches and evaluating them.
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Parallel frameworks
This heuristic way of exploring and conceptualising farming developed through the research process
alongside my growing interest in the issues of how farmers situated themselves conceptually and
practically in society and nature, and how different positions entailed tensions or synergies between
– for example – food production and natural ecosystems. However, it developed into a framework
that closely parallels existing theoretical ideas around embedding, and in this way lends support for
them. Roep et al. (2015), followed by Horlings et al. (2020) conceptualise place and placemaking/development in terms of processes around three types of relations: political-economic, socialcultural and ecological. Similarly, Methorst et al. (2017) apply a very similar perspective at the farm
level to understand farming as an active embedding process in three types of relations: value chain,
socio-cultural and natural resource relations. This is conceptually very similar to my domains approach
that ultimately suggested that farmer mental positioning relative to different aspects of the outside
world relates to how a farmer self-orientates relative to these in practical terms. These relations that
help describe how a farmer positions herself or himself can be understood as embedding relations.
This was most clear when considering community relations or embedding, which I understood to be
a very important point of distinction between different farming approaches. While my own argument
has largely used the term ‘embedding’ to describe community relations and not other sets of relations,
in fact the embedding framework developed and employed by Methorst et al. (2017) could have been
utilised to theorise and analyse farmer positioning. Yet, the emergence of my own exploratory
analytical framework through immersion in the data remains valuable since it was rooted in the
participant interviews and not simply ‘applied’ to them or overlaid onto their accounts.
Similarly, the concept of approaches was not directly informed by the farming styles concept and
theory, yet finds some parallels. For example, farming styles theory takes an interest in understanding
difference and in the relationship between the normative and the practical (Van der Ploeg and Roep
1990, Van der Ploeg 2012). However, since the aims of my research were not identical to farming
styles enquiry, I did not follow the methodology that has been elaborated for its investigations. In the
methodology of farming styles research, categories would be explicitly discussed with the farmers or
may even be emic classifications derived from the farmers’ own understandings of the different styles
in the study area. In this thesis, the extent to which the approaches are recognised by the farmers is
unknown, and no further work was undertaken to explore the approaches. However, the approaches
concept did respond to the sample size, data richness and methods I had available to suggest an
appropriate description of patterns of difference, providing a locally relevant model and a suggestion
of its relevance for how we think about the farming process.
In these ways, my research has parallels with - and has therefore provided support for - farming styles
and embedding as research approaches into farming evolution, without explicitly employing the
methodological and theoretical frameworks already elaborated in the associated academic literature.

Methodology
My exploratory field methodology entailed being socialised in a small way into the farmers’ worlds
and picking up key ideas through the interviews as I went. This meant that interviews were fairly broad
and determined to a large extent by participants. The focus ranged from specific practices and
techniques to how they viewed national policy and the operation of global markets. Some ideas were
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hinted at and not developed inside of a single farmer interview. At times my reflections on a
completed interview yielded clues as to what to investigate in subsequent interviews, and as a result
not all ideas of interest to the final thesis were fully explored across the participants. A more
structured interview may have provided more consistent data across the cases, allowing for easier
comparisons, and could have included more explicit, systematic devices to link framings with specific
practice. This could have tightened the focus of the range of data available to analyse. This, however,
would have constrained my ability to research reflexively, with sensitivity to farmer representations:
the interviews were framed as an opportunity for farmers to present their perspectives and were
designed to provide an opportunity to do so very honestly. The level of expression permitted to
farmers was an important part of successfully securing interviews and gaining access to their
perspectives, concerns and stories. Furthermore, a tighter and more deductive focus would have
constrained the richness of the accounts that allowed me to ground my analysis in the context that
the farmers themselves provided.
Ultimately, the suitability of ethnographic methods was tempered by time constraints that did not
permit their full application. Since the research entailed a lengthy process of securing and actually
undertaking enough interviews to reach satisfactory saturation, this prevented me from undertaking
further field investigations. Two types of further work would have been beneficial. Firstly, a second
series of interviews based on purposive sampling would have allowed for more confidence in my
description of the approaches: the custodial balanced and regenerative approach could have been
explored further through talking with people in the networks of the farmers that inspired the
conceptualisation of these groupings. Regenerative farming is an explicit concept and comprises
formal networks that would have made this fairly straightforward: the custodial balanced approach,
for example, does not entail the same level of organisation, and further exploration may have been
less directed. Follow-up interviews would entail a second type of further work that would have
benefitted the research: revisiting farmers to discuss certain key points with them would have been
valuable and could have corrected the methodological constraint entailed with broad, exploratory
interviews and a heuristic approach. Likewise, more immersive or extended ethnographic methods
may have enabled for a more complete picture, with field notes and memos sharpening enquiry. In
this sense, the field methods and analysis borrowed from ethnography and this was entirely
appropriate to my objectives, but constraints did not allow for consistent enquiry or full development
of the ideas and themes that emerged.
Linked with this constraint, the methods used the ways that farmers verbally represented their beliefs
and farming practice in interview as the main basis of analysis, exposing the study to the threat that
there is an important gap between how these farmers represented themselves and, firstly what really
motivates them and, secondly, what they actually do (e.g. Buttel 1992). I felt satisfied that the
conversations were honest, and provided useful representations; yet, more immersive and involved
methods allowing for triangulation would have been helpful in reducing this threat.
The nature of the project and its limitations meant that only I was exposed to the data from beginning
to end. The coding process in particular could have been usefully undertaken independently by
another researcher, in addition to me. This would be more in line with methodological
recommendations for ethnographic work (e.g. Braun and Clarke 2013).
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As suggested in the theoretical framework, my use of typology as a way of describing difference comes
with caveats. It is difficult to conceptualise an approach without seeing the archetypes of this
approach, and falling into the trap of personifying the abstract concept. I believe I have done this
adequately, yet in its articulation there are still risks that a reader understands these as a description
of essence, rather than a description of the distinct ‘tracks’ that I identified to capture the processes
among the participant farmers at one specific point in time. Additionally, the presentation of
categories of approaches risks being interpreted as a universal description, when in fact it may only
be a glimpse of the ‘mindscape’ and practice of West of England farmers. A further issue is that the
leap from raw interview data to the specific approaches is considerable, and somewhat opaque to the
reader of this thesis, since it rests on in-depth familiarization with the farmers’ accounts beyond what
I could report here, despite my efforts in Chapter 4.
A final reflection relates to my own engagement with the field work as an inexperienced researcher.
The interviews partly entailed for me a process of learning about English farming. In this way, I was
learning uncritically from farmers while simultaneously studying farming critically; or otherwise put,
relying on what my participants taught me about aspects of the countryside while at the same time
analysing this.

Conclusions
This study has demonstrated how farmers in Gloucestershire (and its borders) mentally construct
farming differently, linking it to different ways of seeing themselves and the world. Patterns of
continuity between perspective and practical trajectory were evident, with different trajectories
supported by distinctive mental frameworks. Five ‘tracks’ comprising both mental and practical
elements were identified and described as approaches to farming. The different farming approaches
were conceptualised according to the broad patterns in how farmers think about the domains of
business, nature, production and the public, and how they configure and relate these domains in a
farming or business orientation. Three different frameworks - nature relations, resilience-making and
economies of synergy and scope - were then employed to operationalise the real-world objective to
better balance a farm’s functions. Ultimately, viable, harmonious farming was conceptualised in terms
of managing to work between the domains without generating trade-offs that would compromise the
viability of the farm or its natural resource base. This analysis has suggested that the presence or
absence of conflict or trade-offs between objectives may relate closely to the framings of the farmer
and has highlighted some strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches that I identified.
The research highlights two key ways that framing processes may impact the ability of farmers to
configure their farms in line with visions for more environmentally-sound and multifunctional
production. The first relates specifically to their conceptualisation of farming in relation to nature. This
determines how environmental issues are interpreted and responded to, and also helps define norms
around interactions with soil, animals and plants. The second relates to how the farmer understands
their role in relation to society and markets. This impacts on whether they see themself as an active
agent in steering the farm toward new configurations. Farmers’ different ways of conceptualising this,
along with normative judgements on what constitute acceptable forms of farming, influence whether
change is seen as desirable and how a farmer reacts to the types of change that are requested or
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imposed from outside. Meanwhile, the practical decisions made reflect the way farmers see
themselves in relation to society and markets, and in this way the overall orientation and configuration
of the farm evolves somewhat coherently with mental models. The practical orientation of the farm
contributes to structuring the possibilities going forward.
Some mental models discourage engagement with direct markets or the building of ties with nonfarming local community members, while others permit or encourage this. Similarly, certain ways of
understanding farming may also discourage farmer experimentation, preferring incremental science
and technology led changes. Meanwhile, others encourage farmer-led experimentation and
networking with other farmers around these activities. These dimensions contribute to determining
the path of farm evolution. The study has shown how the networks and embedding of farmers relate
to the presence or absence of trade-offs between ecological aspects and business margins. In
particular, the study has provided some evidence that local embedding through direct community
marketing facilitates useful farmer-community interactions that increase the potential to synergise
environmental and productive activities.
A regenerative approach to farming displays a stance toward nature that prioritises respect and
harmony, as well as an understanding of farming and the farmer’s role that values creative agency. It
promotes farmer synergisation of diverse farm activities, products and services into configurations
that increase the scope of the business, while a high level of community and peer-network embedding
enhance this. When evaluated in terms of multifunctionality as a response to the imbalances of
agricultural modernisation, this combination shows potential.
Along with the custodial balanced and proactive entrepreneurial approaches (which also showed
aspects of potential), the regenerative approach is strongly associated with using animals in the
broader farming system to produce products for market but also to use their functional ecological
interactions to structure the farm activities and flows of nutrients and energy between plants and the
soil. Radical debates about the role of animals in food and farming are useful, and bring up important
health, ethical and environmental issues. However, if markets for animal products shrink as a result
of these ideas, or if policy discourages use of livestock without nuance on their function in the wider
farming system, this could threaten some otherwise robust approaches to farming. Local embedding
was shown to be useful here again, however, to allow farmers a voice and influence over a portion of
their market.
The different approaches can be seen as distinct tracks or ways of farmers finding meaning in their
profession. From this perspective, the stories farmers tell about their farming weave together the
positions discussed into a more-or-less coherent whole. These narratives make up part of an
interactive, continuous process between broader contextual evolution and individual human
evolution. It suggests a way of thinking about the relations between interior world and external
context, with practice and culture as important articulating processes between these. Internal
narrative and its practical expressions are to varying extents under the control of the farmer, while
the external context is less so (although returning to the point at the end of the previous paragraph,
local embedding may entail ways of influencing external context such that internal narrative, practice
and external context can find satisfactory alignment). In this way, my regionally-relevant findings on
farmer cultural frames and trajectories translate more generally into support for theoretical
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approaches to farming development that pay attention farmers as meaning-making humans, that
acknowledge diversity in their inner worlds and outer expressions, and that view the farmer’s work in
part as a coherence-forging process between these inner and outer dimensions.
This coherence-making perspective on farming development provides a framework for understanding
cultural repertoires, since these are like resources or tools that can be accessed and employed to
create coherence between internal and external worlds. The data presented evidence that certain
deep-rooted and widespread ideas such as the myth of the garden played a prominent role in some
farmer cultural repertoires. Yet, these were by no means ubiquitous in the sample, and many
alternative framing ideas were evident.
To summarise the contribution of this thesis, through identification and comparison of different
approaches to farming among my sample of participants, I have shown how whether farmers meet
the shifting expectations of them moving forward may be related to how the farmer frames their
farming. These different framings may open or close the ‘space’ for creative or opportunistic
development. I have argued that these framings are useful for understanding the potential of farming
to meet future challenges. I contextualised this with insights about how to see the process of an
individual farmer’s work in terms of a continuous flow between external context and internal
narrative. Indeed, if the main thrust of this thesis has been to explore the role of framing on
approaches to nature and potential to construct viable, harmonious farming operations, then the less
expected (and more generally relevant) insight has been an overview of farming as a coherencemaking process. Additionally, this focus on the farmer’s construction of farming helps to animate our
images of farming and farmers and reminds of the value of looking at farmers closely as social and
cultural beings, trying to make meaning of their work with their mental and physical resources. This
seems especially important in a time where fractured perceptions and visions for the world compete
angrily in mass and social media, with little common frame of reference, and farmers such as some of
my participants find themselves vilified and unable to communicate their perspective or story.
Ultimately, I have argued for the value of an empathetic, constructive discussion on agricultural
futures that recognises the importance of the farmer as a meaning-making human, and have
demonstrated that this demands an understanding of both the material and the immaterial (e.g.
cultural, imaginative) dimensions that have co-produced the farming styles or approaches that can be
seen in a particular place.
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Appendix 1: Project information sheet

Research Project Information Sheet

19 April 2019

Farmer identity and the development of farming in relation to the natural environment.
Introduction
I am an MSc student at Wageningen University in the Netherlands, hosted by Countryside and
Community Research Institute (CCRI) for my thesis research in England. The work is linked to ROBUST, a
Horizon2020 research project looking at urban-rural linkages, with Gloucestershire as a case study in the
UK (more information available at www.rural-urban.eu).
My work is exploring farmer identity in the context of proposed policy changes around farming and the
natural environment in the forthcoming Agriculture Bill, as well as some key debates in the NGO arena
and scientific literature on sustainability and the future of food and farming. Understanding farmers’
own perspectives on the environment and food production - as well as the direction of farming
development - is important to these debates and the effectiveness of any proposed solutions.
Objectives of the research
• To explore how farmers are perceiving environmental problems and the role of farming in these.
• To understand how different approaches to improving the impact of farming on the natural
environment fit 1) their business 2) their sense of identity 3) their ideas about the past, present
and future of farming.
Your involvement
Participation in the study is entirely voluntary. It will help me in my research, and hopefully others, to
understand developments from a farmer’s perspective, and may guide further research. The interview is
designed to last under an hour. It will give space for fairly open discussion, so could always take longer if
you choose to provide a lot of detail or broaden the discussion.
Data
I intend to make an audio recording of the interview, with your consent. These will later be transcribed.
This is so that all aspects of what you say can be given consideration. During the interview I may also
take some notes to help guide myself through the interview. The interview recording and transcript will
be securely stored digitally on password-protected devices, in an encrypted folder.
What you say will be treated confidentially and will not be used in discussions with other farmers. Parts
of the interview may be quoted directly in reports of the research, but if so will be anonymised so that
you cannot be personally identified from this (a pseudonym will be provided to identify you). The
ROBUST team may be interested in the information generated in my project. If so, they will first seek
permission from you to use these anonymised data and will discuss with you how it may be used.
You are free to withdraw from involvement in the study if you wish, and you do not need to provide any
reason for doing so. However, beyond ………………………………this will no longer be possible, since by then
the analysis may have progressed too far using your interview data.
Further questions and contact
Feel free to ask me any questions or raise any concerns you have in person. Alternatively, I can be
contacted at any time in the future at spgharper@gmail.com (this email address is my personal,
permanent address). If you are interested in the thesis report it will be accessible online when complete
by searching my name ‘Samson Harper’ at http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/theses (in case the url
changes, the database is also easily found through a websearch e.g. ‘Wageningen theses online’). I will
be able to provide any additional information about the outcomes of the research on request.
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Appendix 2: Consent form

Informed Consent Form
MSc Project: Farmer identity and the development of farming in relation to the natural environment.
Interviewer: Samson Harper (samson_harper@wur.nl)
Please initial box
1.
I confirm that I have read and understand the accompanying subject
information sheet dated 19/04/2019 and have had the opportunity to ask
questions which have been answered fully.
2.

I have received enough information about this study.

3.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and I am free to withdraw at
any time (until the date indicated on the information sheet), without giving
any reason.

4.

I give permission for an audio recording of the interview to be used as part
of the study.

5.

I agree to take part in the above study.

Name of Interviewee

_________________
Signature

Farm

_________________

Name of Interviewer

________________
Signature
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Date

Date

Appendix 3: Interview guide (first four interviews)
INTERVIEW GUIDE: EXPLORING FARMER REACTIONS TO PUBLIC MONEY FOR PUBLIC GOODS.

Objectives
1. To gauge farmer reactions to the move towards public money for public environmental goods,
including what it might mean for their farm.
2. To understand how this funding approach fits how they see their own identity and role(s) as a
farmer, and their idea of farming more generally.

Spiel to explain interview context loosely:
PMPG is a policy principle, but farmers will determine how it unfolds in practice. I want to see how
payment for ecosystem services might fit with your farm business and your idea of farming.

SECTION 1: Farm context. Aim: to familiarise myself with the farm, and to understand the context of
the farm. Augment with tour if possible.
Q1: Could you start by giving me a summary of your farm business and activities?
• Land base (size, soils)
• Ownership of land and assets
• Products and markets
• Other farm income streams/other household income streams
• Your role (main decision-maker, main source of labour, business partner, contractor) since
when, previous farming experiences
• Other people involved
• History of the farm
• Any recent changes
• Machinery, buildings and other investments

SECTION 2: Reactions to shift toward public money for ecosystem services. To understand what it
might mean for their business, whether they are planning for it, what kind of options are ‘thinkable’
or seen to be practically feasible, and why.
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(Q2: Briefly, what do you understand by the public money for public goods funding model, how it
might work?)
Q3: Do you have any plans or ideas in response to PMPG? Do you think it presents any opportunities?
Q4: Scenarios We don’t know quite how the funding will work yet, (how much there will be for
different things and how easy it will be to get etc) BUT I want to discuss 2 different hypothetical
options. Imagine a neighbouring farmer took these approaches, and I’d like to hear what you think of
them. Discuss – implications, desirability, feasibility:
• Focus only on food production (far left of scale)
• Focus only on ES (far right of scale)
Follow-up: To balance ES and conservation with food production in the system, which approach do
you prefer?
• Integrate ES into production activities (eg agroecology)
• Allocate farm areas to ES provision and manage these separately from food production areas
(eg sustainable intensification)
Q5: Scenario: Imagining the plans for PMPG were released tomorrow and your farm was set to lose
out or be threatened, what kind of options would you consider? What would you be prepared to
change to keep farming? What goes too far?
Prompts:
• Sell up and get out
• Downsize
• investments in new technologies to increase efficiency of food production (investments)
• move to another location
• new markets (e.g. organic) or ways of selling (direct)
• off-farm options
• value-adding on farm
• new products
• diversifying activities (eg public access and education)
• selling any assets
NOTE: When discussing these options, ask the farmer what they think their farming community
would think if they took certain routes (and whether that matters?). Which options might be
considered/not considered good farming?
NOTE: if necessary, mention to farmer that these are hypothetical examples designed to stimulate a
reaction, and some will not seem realistic to their situation.

SECTION 3: Farmer identity and roles. Aim: To explore the farmer’s understanding of farming in a
general sense – what kind of narrative they place farming inside of.
Q6: Narrative of farming: How do you see the development of farming in the time you’ve been
farming (or even before) …specific developments, direction things have been going?
Follow up:
-Do you think farming is what it should be?
-Is there a point where you think maybe it went in the wrong direction?
-Where do you see farming going, and how does this sit with you?
Prompts: landscape, way-of-life, relation to natural environment, returns
97

Q7: Responsibilities: The roles and responsibilities you feel as a farmer. First see if the interviewee
has any ideas of their own, then introduce pre-made cards. Ask farmer to arrange these cards
according to how far they feel a responsibility to them, and discuss.
Responsibility to:
Nature
The long-term productivity of the land
Family (succession/provision)
Produce food for broader society (who?)
Provide ecosystem services for broader society
Local community (landscape, being a good farmer)
Yourself (your independence, happiness, lifestyle)
Business margins

Round off questions
Q8. Would you say you’re proud to be a farmer? What makes you proud?
Prompts: yields, landscape, good equipment/buildings, contribution to society
Q9. Can you imagine doing different work?
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Appendix 4: Interview guide with five prompting media
articles (final sixteen interviews)
INTERVIEW GUIDE: FARMER IDENTITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF FARMING IN RELATION TO THE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Objectives
1. To explore how farmers are perceiving environmental problems and how farming relates to
these.
2. To understand how different approaches to improving the impact of farming on the natural
environment fit: 1) their business; 2) their sense of identity and; 3) their ideas on the past,
present and future of farming.

Spiel to explain interview context loosely:
Society has evolving expectations about land-use and agriculture; some of these relate to
environmental issues, and might contrast with farmer priorities and practical experience, as well as
farmer ideas about agriculture in the environment and society. It is therefore crucial to understand
farmer perspectives on these issues and on how their land is used. Better understanding of this should
help inform debates and connect policy to actual farming experience.
[I’m from a non-farming background. I have some classroom knowledge of agriculture but you are the
expert on your land, your system. At times I may need explanation on things which seem obvious to
you (like the rest of the non-farming public).]
SECTION 1: Farm context. Aim: to familiarise myself with the farm, and to understand the context of
the farm. Augment with tour if possible.
Q1: Could you start by giving me a summary of your farm business and activities?
• Land base (size, soils)
• Ownership of land and assets
• Products and markets
• Other farm income streams/other household income streams
• Your role (main decision-maker, main source of labour, business partner, contractor) since
when, previous farming experiences
• Other people involved
• History of the farm
• Any recent changes
• Machinery, buildings and other investments
Q2: Your sense of connection with the farm? When did you come here? Were you born here? Does it
influence your approach?
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SECTION 2: Priorities, roles and responsibilities Aim: allow farmers to express how they situate
themselves in the world to help understand their identity.
Q3: Priorities: Could you characterise the main priorities of the farm? Family, staff, paying creditors,
independence/lifestyle of the farmer.
Q4: How have your priorities influenced the farming system?
Q5: The roles and responsibilities you feel as a farmer: What roles as a farmer do you feel like you
have in the wider world? Discuss prompt cards in terms of responsibility. Responsibility/duty or
service?
Responsibility to:
• The long-term productivity of the land
• Produce food for broader society (country/world? Affordable food?)
• Provide ecosystem services for broader society
• Business margins
• Wildlife and nature (specifics?)
SECTION 3: Farming and the natural environment/ecosystem services
Q6: Show a range of articles (2-3) relevant to farm type that link farming practice to environmental
degradation. Discuss articles. Aim: assess their perception of environment and farming’s relation to it;
stimulate reflections on this.
Q7: Do you think the way you farm is viewed positively in public opinion?
Q8: Going back to ecosystem services, can you describe the contributions that the farm makes to
biodiversity, water quality, helping flood control? Aim: to ascertain what they are doing, whether
they see it as worthwhile, how they approach it (pride, inconvenience?).
-AES/voluntary?
-do you think your farming approach (as discussed earlier) sits well with environmental protection?
-are you aware of other things you could do? Constraints?
Q9: Do you think that the proposed PMPG approach may be helpful in improving the relation of
farming to the natural environment? (keep it quite short) Aim: to extend the findings so far on PMPG,
to bring the current policy climate into the interview, to get a sense of how natural capital fits their
narrative.
-Any objection to the principle? (natural capital being pushed up the agenda)
-Do you have any ideas or plans in response?
-Rising standards: what do you think the effects would be of valuing environmental quality over food
production in the UK? Is the import of cheap, less-regulated food a concern? Why?
SECTION 4: Farming development
Q10: Scenarios: What kind of farming (or non-farming) strategies do you consider interesting to
reduce environmental impact? (Keep question open to see what they come up with, and then display
cards, first by 2 broad ‘vision’ clusters, then the rest) Which are most and least promising? Discuss.
Aim: to understand what kind of options appeal or fit with their imagination of how farming
will/should develop.
• Increase crop diversity
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•
•
•
•

Incorporate more trees
(closer) integration of livestock and cropping systems
Adapting traditional (pre green revolution) practices for the modern world
Increasing farmer knowledge on natural ecosystems

•
•
•

Precision farming – techniques to increasing input efficiency
Genetic engineering, biotechnology
Smart monitoring technologies for crops, animals or soil

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving AES (how?)
Raising the regulatory baseline (e.g. through policy or contracts?)
New markets, better prices
(Improved grazing management)
(Increasing animal confinement)
Others? Specific techniques or approaches?

Q11: Are there any which you think are promising but unrealistic? Explain.
Q12: Narrative of farming:
-Do you think your awareness of the natural environment has been evolving?
-Do you think farming today is what it should be?
-Is there a point where you think maybe it went in the wrong direction?
-Where do you see farming going, and how does this sit with you?
(-What is shaping farming today?)
Prompts: landscape, way-of-life, relation to natural environment, returns
Round-off questions (optional)
Q13: Would you say you’re proud to be a farmer? What makes you proud?
Prompts: yields, landscape, good equipment/buildings, contribution to society
Q14: Can you imagine doing different work?
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Appendix 5: Notation used when quoting from interview
A few aspects of the notation used to report parts of the participants’ accounts in Chapter 4 are
ambiguous, or other authors have used the same notation to mark different things. For clarity, I list
these here:
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•

(researcher’s best guess at what was said in parenthesis)

•

[researcher changes to the exact words spoken in square brackets, e.g. for anonymity]

•

… sentence trails off and picks up again on the same basic idea

•

[…] omission of part of the interview by the researcher for better clarity of reporting

